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ALLIED TROOPS
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BARRICADED WHILE MOBS TEAR
DOWN ALLIED FLAGS.
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Navy."

MUNITION.
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prison Inn racks at Fori loiiglas, near ray of hope wan seen in the
of the president of the Firemen'
here. Konr who escaped from the
eomHMiml wen captured when they union that he would not take the
for a strike unless authoralighted from a freight train nt
ized hy tin) American Federation of
thirty mill's north of here. Kvery
feilerul ami state police officer III the Latter.
intermoiiiitain section has heen sctit h
$5,242 For Orphans.
lescriptioii of the men. They escaped
New York. The Tanner fund for
through n Flu t.Hit tunnel.
the henefit of the three children of
William Tanner, who lost Ids life raFoch Atk for Son'i Body.
ther than let his wife die alone
I'll lis. .Marshal I'oeli has
a railway train eondtieted hy
iiskeil the Itelgiiiu governtiieiit to have the New York Sun for one week, offia search iniide for the hody of hi
cially closed. A large iiumhcr of a
son, who was killed III August, l'.H4,
came ill late. The fund
in the lli'lgian Ardennes.
previously ael nowledged totaled
additional contriliiitlons
hring It up to
House Paun Heavy Fine.
Tlie House passed
Washington.
Fourteen Reported Missing.
mid wtit to the Senate a hill making
ia. The steamer Ilarna-lahl- e,
Savannah,
Hiitoniohile
a
stolen
of
transportation
coal laden from Savannah to a
from one state to another siihbi-- t to
.
Cuban srt, went down off St. Cather-irieefive .Venn-- ' Imprisonment and ."i,t
in rrorted that fourteen of
It
fine.
.
the crew are missing-1

y
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DEFIANT

Nwffpapr Vnlon Nuri Ftrvlr.
l
J
The opinion here
ill, Sept. lit.
Is that Uritish vacillation on the Irish
iptestion has ended and that the l.lovd
tieorge government has decided to proceed against the "repuhlie" ami those
who are seeking to set it up as guilty
of treason to the king. Sinn
are in a defiant in I and declare thai
David Elklns, now senator from they will continue to struggle. A reWest Virginia, Is a son of the late public or dcaili, is the slogan that
Senator Stephen B. Elklns of the umi many of the leaders of Sinn Fein are

ien-crn-

-

!

1 1.

I

I

-

announcing.
Following closely upon a speech delivered hy Viscount French, lord lieutenant iitnl governor general of Ireland, al llell'asl, in which it was declared that tlie l'.iiiisli government
would not hesitate lo resort to drastic
steps to maintain law and order in
Ireland, the Htithorities proclaimed the
suppression of the Sinn Fein l'arlia-inen- i
and Sinn Fein organizations
throughout Ireland.
A series of raids and searches for
anus mid documents were made in the
In
local Slim Fein headquarter
low lis in addition to Diihllu,
among iliem fork, Belfast, tialway
Two prominent
hiii
Londonderry.
Sinn Fein uieinhers of he House of
here and the
( 'ominous were arrested
residences of many persons of Sinn
Fein leHtiings in Dublin ami other
There were
placet were searched.
slight disorders, In a few places, hut
no reports of serious resisiance to the
raiders have heen received. A detective was shot ami killed in liuhliu.
In the raids some arms and explosives were found. Large ipiantltles of
documents mid Sinn Fein literature
were seized, notahly in IMililin, where
every copy of the report of Frank In-I'.
Wulsh ami KflwHfd F. lhmne, who
vestigated conditions in Ireland on
societies, ami
of American-Iriscorrespondence relatinn; to arranging
trade relations hetween Ireland and
the t'nited Slate and other foreign
count rie fell into the IiiiiiiIh of the
authorities.
The Cazette prima the proclamation, signed hy the lord lieutenant of
I, prohihitlng and siippresslng
Irel
the Sinn Fein Parliament known na
tlie "Iull Kireaiin." It refers to the
iiroclitmiilliin of .Inly , suppreoslng the
Sinn Fein organizations as unlawful
It descrihes the "Pail
associations.
rKlreiuin" us a dangerous association
and says that since July It has heen
employed for nil the purpose of the
then suppressed orgatiiHl ions. The
proclamation applies to the thirty-twcounties of Ireland.
I

-

Iihv-ui-

Two Killed in President's Party.
I 'on land, lire.
All aiitotnohile
of the nny
I'reshlent Wilson on a wenlr
trip over the 'jiliitnhia highway near
here overt uniisl, killing two men and
itijurttig three. It was the first aH- lent of serious nature during the
President's tour. The dead : IScti F.
Allen, Washington orresimiolont for
Miio.
I'laindealer :
the llevelamL
Jiime-- i It. Patterson. 1'ortlnnd, Ore.,
driver of the aiitoniohile.
t-

aconi-patiyin-

eitr-ine-

g

g

Hurry Treaty, Says Wilson.
Helena, Motit.ln his addressea In
Montana I'rcsldetit Wilson asked that
the peace treaty le ratified without
of universal
delay o that the
unrest spreading may Ik? quieted.
he had been told the Wert tri nt- vaded Iivt "what is called radicalism,'
the I'nuiditit declared the only way
to keep men from agitating against
KTlevanccK waa to remove tlie
As Inns as "thing are wrong."
tie aid. he did not Intend to ask that
atop agitating.
Kay-in-

grieT-encc-

n

Italians Riot in Fiume.

Union Policemen Strike.
Inidon.
riort
Boston.
I'nlon members of the Boa-toceived in retfisible qua iters here
police jorce have gone on a trtrike,
tell of serious rioting in Flume Iwtwefn
out their threat to walk oatt
Tlie al- can-TiItalian and Jngo-Slsto intervene. The if Tolire t'ommiiwioner t'urtia disciplien were
lined any of tbeir meroliers for joining
rioting in continuing, it was added.
the nn ion. tereral hours before the
Von Mack mi sen Held Prisoner.
strike went Into effect it was known
l
to the authorities that it could not be
Washington. Former Field
ron Mackensen now la reported
Everted, and prepa rations were hastily
ed at SalonikL State I
completed for carrying oat etnert-enrdispatches aajr he arrived in the measares for the protection of life and
Greek city recently.
property. Fire hundred recruits havnt
gone ati date.
re-

n

i.

d
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New York Cheers Pershing.
New YorkOver a
pathway, tieneral Pershing led
his famous First division down Fifth
avenue lo the wild plaudits of 'J,iK,ilO
proud count rymoii. It was the last
war for
greul review of the world
New York and It was a fitting climax
to a long series of military spectacles.
of America's armies
The
shared honors with the ha
veterans who won undying fume on
tlie fields of Fraini'. For all of llieui
Il waa one of life's most ineinorahle
days. As he lode down the avenue
the stern lines of lite leader's face relaxed In the now famous I'ershinu
smile.
flower-strew-

five-mil- e

I

Carrania Has Had Enough.
Mexico City. Venustlano t'arranzu,
i.udcr no circumstances, will seek reelection as president of Mexico and
without fall will turn the presidency
over to his siiccesnir iikiii conipletln.'
his present term ill lecinher, HO'.
Ixuils falirera, aeiretary of the treasury, unnoiini'ed.

M3U
One of America's biggest business
geniuses Is Henry L. Doherty. The
day President Garfield was assassinated he made $S.48 selling extras.
Today ha is president of the Cities
Service company, a $200,000,000 corporation controlling 200 gas and electric companies In nearly every state
in the United States.

MILITARY

UNDER

RULE

THREE KILLED AND MANY IN.
JURED DURING THE FIGHT.
RIOT

MOBS

IN

DOWNTOWN

STREETS; CAVALRY ROUTS
RIOTERS.

Western Newspaper t'nicn Nei Servlc.
Boston, Sept. 11. Two men and a
hov were killed during the night In tur
bulent outbreaks growing out of the
police strike. There were numerous In
juries of a minor nut tire to members
i
atnte
i f mobs,
police officer

guardsmen, ('uvalryineit charged tlie
crowds and u machine gun was used,
one man being killed aud several
wounded by Ita fire. The crowd eiuly
heeauie riotous and cavalrymen were
sent to disperse It. The moo surged
in and out of the square. Shots were
tired and an unidentified man was
killed. A vvoi:,an was wounded ill the
volunteer police
crin, it miitdle-ageman vva.i ko baiily beaten up Unit he
was removed lo a hospital and tlii".e
cavalrymen were hit over the head by
hollies aud other missiles and also
were given linspttal treatment. After
the infantry reinforcements arrived the
Mpuire waa finally cleared.
Boston is under military
Huston.
Itotira of law
rule. After twenty-fou- r
lessness such aa the city has never be
fore experienced, a sense of security
was afforded un nulru-Kepublic by the
sol
i ppearauce In the streets of 5,0-dlers under orders to restore order and
protect life anil property at any cost
A troop of state guard cavalry, dashing
ai full speed In company front with
drawn sahein. cleared Scollny and Ad
atus sipnircs of thousands who had
Jammed those places since early morn
ing. Both squares had been tlie scenes
of interiiiilleui rioting, and when tin
cavalry approached n small group of
loyal police officers were maintaining
a semblance of order with the greatest
difficulty.
Private Curl Mend of the First troop,
Slate cavalry, when driving tlie crowd
out of Seollay square whs hit on the
bend with a buttle and knocked from
his horse. He was taken to police
Ilea dq tin rters unconscious.
Mayor Peters assumed control of
w hat was left of the police department
i. ml called muni the commander of tin
Tenth regiment of the stale guard to
assist him in preserving order. At the
same lime he asked Governor Coolhlge
lor additional troops from outside the
city. The governor Immediately called
out the Fourth brigade, .ind he ordered
out tlie Fourteenth and Twentieth III
fmiirv. Boston also furnished a motor
transport corps, a troop of cavalry and
mid ambulance company.
This force was believed sufficient to
coe with the situation immediately
suit ing from the t rike of the police.

r'

Miner Murdered at Tomboy.
Tclliiride, Colo. Four miners, (Jus
Ihinielson, .Kl; Eric Smith, 2.i; Fred
More Trouble in Korea.
Siiud, 11 and Celeste Mattlve, 40, were
Iihs
Seoul, Korea.The government
to death hy two masked men at
rliot
relnfon-eineiilolice
lequeated !,.'
Montana
the
l
winkings nf the Tomboy
ren-iiof
the
result
from Japan as tlie
mine here. Joe Kochever, another inln
Isimh outrage against Baron Saito.
r, was wounded in the knee aa tlie
governor of Korea. It l annoum-ei- l
murderers fled from the mine and es
that the casualtlea due lo the explo
caied. Official believe the murders
sion of the missiles ag;ivgaten nun
may have resulted from a feud betwo.
tween the murderers and the dead
men.
Kill Soartacan Leader.
Berlin.
Hammer, the notorious
Pershing Will Get Sword.
Spartaan leader at Ksaen and chief
The House passed a
strike
lai
Washington
of
the
general
instigator
2
February and insurrection in the Ruhr special resolution setting p. m.. Sept.
for the Joint session of
ilistrit. has lieen assassinated. His IS, as the totime
receive tieneral Pershing.
hody was found in the woods near Congress
A sword of honor will be presented.
of Ihiswldorf.
Keniwlieid, aonlhi-aa- t
1.

s

Te Guard ttate Lin.
Chicago. Armedl guards are patrol
state
ing the entire
line from tlie Mixaiasippi river to
Miitiigtia to catih lieer mnnera. Tills
sniMtuix-einewa made by Attorney
ineral Brundage. The guar. Is are
tali. Hied wherever a highway furnish
to this state from the state
es
that Milwaukee's advertiaed brews
have iiMnle famoii. Attorney let) era
Itrumlnge said: "I pmiiose that every
car cTMHwing tlie elate line shall he
sea relied.
UlliMiia-WimsHisi-n

Germany Will Remain Republic
OaosH.--I'hili-

pp

for-

mer tierniaa premier. In a speech here
there was great and grave
danger cf a restoration of the monarchy In Rossis where Bolshevism had
strikingly prepared the rroniid for reaction. But whatever happened there.
Mid. Germany eras
Herr
determined to remain a republic. The
former pieuiier said he had too firm a
ennf1oKe in the people' win te fear
monarch art cowvnter revet nt ion
that

QUOTATIONS
W astern

Food Chief Dies.
dol- Oenrge E. Haskell,
man in the food administra
lion during tlie war, died at his home
in Kvanston. He was M years old. As
chief of the dairy products division of
the food administration, he worked
nnremlttingly, taxing his vitality to
tlie danger fsiint. The Illness to which
he succniolwd anon after the war
found him without the physical resist
a nee necessary to conduit it. He was
warm friend of Hoover.

Chicago.

rvivora Land.
Nine
Miami, FTa. Nine survivors of the
men of fhe Ward
crew of thirty-siline steamer Corydon, sank in the Ba
hama channel during the hurricane.
were brought to port In a weakened
condition from being buffeted la a lifeboat hy a high sea for two days with
after the
out food or water,
survivor of the Corydon landed an unverified report was received that the
British auxiliary schooner Mystery J.
was sunk and the nineteen persons on
tstairdj aerisned durtail the havrVane.

Nawepaper Onloa Naars Sarvieo
MAKKBTS.

DBRVEK

,

SINN FEIN HEADQUARTERS RAID.
ED FOR GUNS AND AM.

We.tern Newspaper I'nlun New. Servlca.

i
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MARKET

Judge Places Padlock on Heart
of Girl Who "Married

San Francisco. Prohibited from loving any man for a whole year I the
padlock placed upon the affection of
May
of San Francisco, triple
SWEEPS INTO MEXICO
bride known as "the girl who married
the navy." This unique sentence wa
given in lieu of more formal punishSTORM HAS BEEN RAGING FOR ment for bigamy, for the pretty defendant had not bothered about divorcSEVERAL DAYS WITHOUT
ing off the old love before taktDg on
ABATING.
with the new.
The triple hrlde'a bevy of husbands
consisted of the following: George
Indi
San Antonio, Texas, Sept.
Bartlett Porter, chief commissary
cations were that the center of the stewanl of the V. S. S. Marblehead;
Brownsville.
mirth
of
hurricane was
Francis .1. Kosack, lieutenant on the
A report
from that place through U. S. S. Luckenhach, and John Dallas
army radio to Fort Sum Houston said Davis, chief cook on the U. S. 8. Oretelegraph and telephone lines to the gon. All are living; none divorced.
interior were cut off. Padre Island
Miss Bradley met her future husand Brazos Island were reported un bands at dances. Her heart kept
der water. Point Isabel is surrounded time to the tripping of feet, she said,
by water and the United Stulea coast and the marriages followed In quick
guard quarters me believed to have succession. She loved Porter longest
been destroyed, although the men are and best, she explained, because be
sale,
Reports from the (ialveston
island said 4,lM) bales of cotton were
afloat in the hay, mid that salvagers
were being paid $10 for each bale recovered.

Cattle.
Heef ateera, ch. to' prime. .
Heef ateera. good to choice
Heef ateera. fair to Kod . .
Heifers, prime
I'owa, fat, sood lo choice.
('owe, fair to good
Cutters and feeder cows...
I'annera
Hulla
Veal calvea
Feeders, good to choice...
Feeders, fair to good
Ktockera. good to choice...
mockers, plain
Blockers, fair to good.....
Mesa. .
Good hogs

Uullas, Texas. Driving furiously
into the Texas coast, principally in
the aect Ion southwest of Gulveston,
the tropical hurricane that has skirted
the United Slutes gulf coast for nearly a week, apparently has swept
near Hie Mexican border. Wire
in
was Interrupted
communication
most of the affected area mid tlie extent of tlie storm's damage could not
be learned accurately, hut there were
no reports of fatalities.
Brownsville and Corpus Cliriatl apparently felt the brunt of the storm,
which lias passed on Into Mexico,
where it dissipated in the Mexican
mountains,
(iulveston, where considerable anxiety had been fell, apparently was
struck by the edge of the storiu area
and again tlie city was saved from
any considerable damage hy the powerful sea wall constructed after the
l'.HW disaster.
Water was reported to a depth of
all feet In sections of Corpus Cbrisll
received by the
and Information
weather bureau ut Sun Antonio suld
the water wua three feet deep In tin
lobby of u Corpus Christ hotel.
Isolation of Brownsville was complete, so far as wire communication
was concerned, (lie only Information
coming from that city being contained
in a brief wireless dispatch from Fort
Brown to southern department
at San Antonio reporting a

Hrollera.
Cox

twenty-year-ol-

CABINET

LATC

I

lieud-qinirte-

seventy-five-mil-

at

wind

e

4 p. m.

Tlie storm struck liulveslon and
caused the tidewater to flood the business section ami Hie north side of the
Island to H depth of three feet. Tlie
sea wall wlthstmiil the onslaught of
the iMiiiiiding waves, however, ami
there was no damage to the causeway
Hy with the mainconnecting tl
land.
reBy night most of the water had
iulveston's streets, alceded from
still
though an area or several blocks Merran with water to the curb top.
chants declared their loss was not
had
great. I In vest on marine circles
no reports of shipping loss.
I

March By Music to Safety.
Chicago. Utile Vivian White, whose
of the "Motor
public performances
March" have heretofore heen given
in tlie mornings when the
children are tramping into tlie assemthe
bly room, had an extra Inning at
grand piano In tlie Calhoun public
She played Just as calmly as
school.
if she weren't choking twice to every
bar, and Just as calmly as if acrid
smoke clouds hadn't been swirling
through the corridor of the school
buildings us nearly 1,NHI other small
boys and girls marched out to safety.

d

to-la-

St. Germain Dr. Karl Renner, head
of the Austrian delegation to the peace
conference, signed the treaty of peace
hetween the allied and associated power and the Austrian republic The
twelve-mil- e
auto ride from Pari
through the bright, calm, warm autumn morning put all participating
into a good anood for the simple ceremony, which was singularly without
formality and which seemed nracsj like
oelglilKnli-m--

d

atbertng.

ll.O'lo il.(

''g'it r.I

1.00

.'
1.0ft

-

S.0J

.

4.6W

''50! I "
ll.ss

10.0'ifl

15?

,1

I
16.50S 1.T5

-

p.
Lambs, fat, good to ch

l.50-

-

15.25

U.dit
fat. fair to ttood... .JI-feedera
2 ?" y 'S'S?
Vearllnrs
i
J.i
Own, fat. good toto choice. 7.5i"
Kwea. fat. fair
Iff
good... T."W
7.5U
Ureedina ewej

junb.
Ijimba.

1

M

Dreased Poultry.
The following prices on dressed poultry are net K. O. U. lnver:
JJ
Turkeya. No. la
Tuikeya, old torn
choice
Turkeya,
il
Hens, lb
l W
Dueka, young
J
J
y
Geeae
1
VI
Jloontera .
--

.......

M
reallrylba. or over
Turkeya,
Hena
Kuckllnan
(ioalinga
JS1

-

., ,

:,5
?,'

SO

I

V

Springs

-

(

Kaaa.
Ggga. atrlctly freah, cm
$11.50
count
lluller.
Oreamerlea, ex. 1st arade. lb.
Creameriea. 2d grade
I'roce.aa bolter
facking stock

Frail.

Apple., new
Apples. Colo., box
Apricot, crate
Black raapberrlea. crate

W0
5J
.

4i

IJ0f
U''-'-.

"t2

Cantaloupes, llocky Ford,
atandard crate.
52221,2
pony era tea.... 1.2W.t
Cantaloupe.,
;
Cherriea, crata box
il
Peaches. Colo.,
i2i i c2
I.S5&J.6
Kaapberriea. crate
Vrsetables.
JJ
Beans, navy, cwt
I.60W
Beans, pinto, ext.
Beana. lima, lb
B
Beana, green, lb
V
Beana, wax. lb
.J5
bunchea
Beets, Colo., do,
J
Beet., new, cwt
cwt.
Colo.,
new,
Cabbage,
JOtf . "
Carrota, dos
!
Carrota. new. cwt
lb
Vj
Cauliflower,
".!?
l"?--

Loved Porter Longest and Best,

Celery. Colo
Corn. Colo., dos....
Cucumbers, h. h.. d"S...
Leaf lettuce, h. h., do..
Lettuce, head, di.s
Onions, table, dos
Onions. Colo., cwt
I'aaa. new. Telephone. . .
t'otatoea. nfrw. Colo
Kadiabea. round h. h
. . .
Tomatoes, lb
dos., bcha.
Turnipa, Colo, cwt
Turnip., new,

..J

'

;5

.SwW .40
.25
didn't try to kls her when be took her
1.50
J5
so
home from the dances. This was
.J"?
unusual, she said, that the already
w
0
twice wedded young matron decided
1.00
1.50
"to get that man, If It's the last thing
jotV '
I do on earth."
MV
0U
She said Just sheer weurlnesa was
responsible for her first marriage.
asd
Snaar.
Flesr
Her second husband, John Davis, met
1'rlcea by I'. 8. Bureau of
her at a dance and escorted her home (Wholesale
Markets.)
(In quarter.,
and an elopement to San Diego, Cnl., Wheat flour
sacka),
halve, and
soon followed.
5.505. f
per cwt
wblte.
and
Cornmeal.
a
dance
at
yellow
again,
A few months later,
cwt
per
she met her third husband. George Por- Sugar, granulated, per cwt.. J0Jn!
ter. She said she married Porter bellinK AND
cause she really loved him.
leaver Price I.I.I.
4e
"George knew of my other es- Butcher, 1( lb. and up
lb.
joe
capades," she Informed the court, Butcher,allunder
welahta
JJ
"and he says lie will stick to me, If I Fallen,
Bulla and ataa.
i0c
can get a divorce from the other two. cuiia
Dry aale hidea ' per lb. leas.
He bus gone to Alaska In bis ship, and
Pells.
Fllsl
Dry
If anyI pray nightly for his safety.
Wool pelt.
JJe
Jnc
Hhort wool pelt.
thing happens that I CHtinot live with
!5c
beand
convent
Butcher
a
shearing.
enter
I
shall
him,
eaddlea and plecea of
Burka,
come a nun."
J9pelta
1
No. I and murrain shearings...
(irrea Salted Hides, Kte.
2c
Tured hide.. 25 lbs. up. No. 1.. .
!5e
Cured hides. 25 lb., up. No. t...
1
J
No.
Boll..
on
Waters
Cast
Money
No.
i and akin
Bull..
15o
(iluea, hidea
Found After Many Days
0o
Kip, No. 21
wallet
A
Mass.
Jfe
Springfield,
Kip. No. 1
55c
No.
valuable
Calf,
and
$1.2(10
containing
5c
Calf, No. i
2 tic
Branded kip and calf. No. 1....
papers, the property or Dr. W.
25c
....
No.
and
lost
Branded
calf,
kip
of
Stonehnm,
It. Hodgson
lb.
less
than
lc
per
Part cured hides,
while canoeing two years ago,
cured.
Green hides. 2c per lb. less than
was sent to Doctor HodgRon by
cured.
A. A. Dunham of this city, who
Green Salted lieraekldee.
found the wallet lloatlng In
HO.OOe 12.0
No. I
No. 2
.00pl0.0
pond. At the time Doc50c
le.s.
Headleaa.
he
tor Hodgson wa capslr-e4.00
704)
Ponies and glue
also lost a rifle and binoculars
MRTAI. MARKETS,
and employed a diver to search
Colerade Krttlesseat Prteee.
for them without success.
Bar silver. I1.12.
Copper, pound, 22924c.

'
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Lithuania Offered Peace.
Paris. The llussiuii Bolshevlkl have
acI roposed ieace to the Lithuanians,
cording to reKirts from Polish sources. "MUSH NOTES'' COST $25,000
It was reported Sept. that a force of
Bolshevik! was surrounded on the
Wrote
Lithuanian front and was offering to Miss Goldstein of Brooklyn
Them to Another Woman's
negotiate with the Lithuanian. The
Husband.
next day a Berne dispatch stated that
formal proiMisals bad lieen made by the
Brooklyn. X. T. Score of letter
Bolshevlkl but no confirmation of this
of the kind usually described at
report ha as yet been received.
"mush note" read to Justice Glege-rlc- h
and a Jury, won for Mr. Anna
New Freight Cars in Service.
of rJS.000 against
Washington. New freight cars are Speare a verdict
a Brooklyn
France
Goldstein,
Miss
railroad
the
In
service
by
placed
being
administration at the rate of 834 per music teacher, for the alienation of
I
helng made to her husband's affections.
day, and every effort
Mrs. Sues re Is a practicing physl- relieve car shortage occasioned by the
movement of fall crop ami reviving elsn and the wife of Frederick Spear.
concert singer.
I'uslnesn, Director General Hlne anOne of the letter Mis Goldstein
nounced
"Every effort I being
made to mc1 up the construction of addressed to "My Heart' Darling,"
follows :
100,0(10 freight cars ordered last year."
"I hve Just played Mendelssohn's
vmphony. If I could fly to you I
Kolchak Claims Victory.
onld. and I wish my letter would
Omsk. The following communique
fly to you. Oh, sweetheart, how
only
wa Issued hy general headquarter of beautiful that Italian symphony Is!
Admiral Kolchak: "Stublioni fighting Is The flrst thing I do when I awake Is
Lour-ovsto ron down In the parlor and play It
going on in the direction of I a
Our troop are now engaged in It Is so plaintive so pathetic and so
offensive operation In the direction of simple. Some day that Caruso win
me loonev.
Kourgnn. We have occupied the sta- torn
-My darling, when I think of rbe
tion at Pieloiikhove and are pursuing
1 watched you go away on
the enemy along the railway line along morning
same sweet
the whole front. Our troops have cap- the train I experienced the In a dream
tured a great many prisoners and an iintn. I stood there as
after you were gone, and then came
Important amount of war material."
tears hot tear. I could not calm
myself."
Austrian Sign Treaty.

i

12.r.0o JJ.00

Llt'e?$70'2(

Tung.ten, 'per unit. $7.80 12.00.
RAHTKRX E.IVKTOrK.
At ChlraBO.
It 5.50 W
Heavy
Chicago. Hogs
l
0:
.50
Jtaht.
J7.0; medium.
50
$14
110S:
tl4.75tf
light light, 114.750 17.5;
15.2b;
amouth,
asckins aowa,
aowa. rough, fl4.Ur 14.50;
packing
00U
pica. 114.50
and
Cattle Heef steers, medium 115.7
and prime.
heavy weight, choice
Hood.
Ill.ootf
and
medium
eit.iO; common.
I..76 11.00:
Ijaht
1.75;
weight, good and choice. 111.7541
11.00'a U.50.
cornea on and medium.
t.io14.75;
Butcher cattle, helf.r..
Canner. and cutcows, I4I541I.Mand
ters, li.20et.2S. Veal calvea. light
Feeder
$2.04Jl.eo.
handy weight. 12.10.
ateara.
Mocker
27.004)
ateera,
41 10.00. Weatern range beef ateera,
108 14 4)0; cowe and heifers. $4.2tt
1

lt-t-

1

12.40.

Sheep

Irabs.
culls

4
pounds down.
and common. Ids
11 5049
Yearling wether..
Ewes, medium, rood and choice,
culls and common, 22.2549

112.1041 14.75;

011.74.

12.24.

17.0tt.M;
Chios-- .
S4V4C.

Butter
Market

Creamery,

479

Esga
Poultry Alive. atrinse. 2tc: fowls.
Potatoes Minnesota Early Oh ins,
and bulk. Tteld rua. carlnta,
parked
1 MS 2. 10
cwt; Minnesota round
arade
whites, sacked. United States
Ke. L earlota. ItoOtjl.lS: Wisconsin
and white varieties, sacked, carlnta.
Idaho round white.,
title? 2 0 cwt- -:aalea
to Jobber.. 2.5et
graded,
partly
2.71 cwt.

2C21c

Cnl

Dra-ha

ta rh4rao.

Cblcaso. Corn No. 2 mlaed. 21.540
No. 2 yellow. 11 MS Oil'.
No. 2 white.
4 4j71c; No. 2
white.
21
41
44.
CM.
No.
2.
Rye
Barley 11.2 ft 1.21.
Timothy 1 6eai.l.
Clover NnminaL
Pork Nominal.
x
224.7.
Riba 221 O022.

1.44:
Oats

77kc

Habit la Strong.
Cleveland. O. A bugle call sounded
and Andrew Hardo. motorrosn, slam
med on the brake and snapped
An airplane will tie on the tag rolls
to attention. "Bon over somebody T" la Colorado this year for the first
I
asked. "Naw. Thought
pLSsenger
time In the state's history. The plane,
wa still In the army."
owned by K. J. Johnson of Denver,
km assessed by Assessor McCarthy at
a valuation of S2.000. There are two
Raised Gcnan Flag Over Horn.
Brooklyn. For displsylng a German other air machines In Itenver, hut on
flag over hi home, Frank Sovansky, April 1st, when the asnessinent cm
a Hunrarlan. was sentenced to 90 days made. Jolinson's was the only one in
The Sag wa the state.
in the workhouse.
by angry aKigmors.

BUNGALOW WITH
COLONIAL TOUCH
Splendidly Arranged and
Built

May Be

at a Comparatively
Small Cost.

LIVING ROOM

MAIN

FEATURE

Housewife Will Recognize Skill With
Which Apartment Ha Been Laid
Kitchen and Dining
Out
Room Will Also Please.
By WM. A. RADFORD.
Mr. William A. Radford
will answer
questions and five advice FREE
COST on all subjects pertaining; to Of
the
of building, for the readers of this
subject On
account of his wide experience
paper.
as Editor. Author and Manufacturer, he
Is, without doub. the highest authority
oa all these subjects. Address
sll
to William A. Radford. No. 1827 Inquiries
Prairie
avenue. Chicago. III., and only enclose
two-cestamp for reply.
Home builders mure and more are

electing bungalow designs for their

new dwellings. There are bo many fine

things about a bungalow that they appeal to the family, especially the
women members, that Intends to build.
There Is combined exterior beauty with
convenience, the rooms being all on
one floor, making the work of caring
for the home less arduous, as there
are no stairs to climb. Aud modern
efficiency demands that only rooms
lhat are to be used dully be put into a
borne.

Here Is shown a bungalow of rare
beauty. It has not the "squat" effect
that so many buugulowg have, and the
gable roof gives space for an ample
garret, which Is not only useful a.i a
storage room, hut provide fur a good

btorage room while a large portloa can
be partitioned off for rooms where food
is stored, and lawn aud garden utensils are kept when not in use.
While no stairway to the attic Is
shown on the Boor plan. It can be
placed where the closet off til hull Is
placed, or by installing a movable
stairway In one of the bedrooms. The
moveable stairway (its Into the ceiling
und can be lowered ready for service
whenever wanted. This Is a great
space saver, especially adapted to
bungalows.
From the description and by a study
of both the floor plan mid the perspective, it will reudily be seen that this
is an exceptionally good bungalow design.
Building is the most satisfactory way
of acquiring a home. The exac- - number of rooms that are needed for the
family, the room arraugement In accordance with the Ideas of the persons who are to live in it, and the exterior thut coincides with whut the
Individual regards as nttractive, ail are
obtained by the prospective builder
when be selects his own design, or has
one drawn according to his Ideas by
an architect.
Many pitfalls, however, await the Inexperienced home builder. His Ideas,
or some of them, may not be practicable. The safest plan for the prospective builder is to consult an urchitect,
the contractor who he expects will
build the house, and the lumber or material dealer who will supply the materials of which the home Is to be constructed. All three of these men huve
had much valuable experience In designing and building homes and other
buildings and their advice Is very
valuable.
The cost of the little bungalow that
is here shown and described Is not
great. It Is of frame construction, set
on a concrete foundation. The prices
of both materials and labor vary In
different localities, and urp controlled
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OF DAIRY PRODUCTS
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Since the high cost of living Is still
problem and since New York Is one
of the two foremost dairy states of
the union, the workers In dairying and
home economics at the state college at
Ithaca, N. Y., are calling renewed attention to the relative cheapness and
high food values of dairy products.
To eat these products Is to Increase
the prosperity of the state and to
decrease the drain on the pocket'
book, because, the folks at Ithaca say,
there Is a double advantage to the
New York housewife, from the viewpoint of economy and of nourishment.
if she makes a larger use of them in
the family diet.
Not only do these foods contain the
substances needed
by children, but they are among the
cheapest foods of animal origin in re
spect to protein and lime content
Whole milk, sklm-mllcottage cheese
and American Cheddar, or common
"store" cheese, are good, cheap foods
and the workers at Cornell advocate
their use.

i

growth-promotin-

g

Farmer Sold Registered Holsteln for
$50 That Afterwards Proved to
. Bo Worth $5,000.
(Prepared by the United States

Depart-men- t

of Agriculture.)

Mm

i

circulation of air, mi udvautuge both
la winter and summer, as It makes the
bouse both warmer and cooler.
Because of the balance of this de"Colonial"
sign, It might be called
bungalow. The entrance door Is exactly In the center of the house, while on
either side are double casement windows.
The porch columns aud the
rounded gable over the porch also add
"Colonial" touch. Tainted white, this
makes an exceptionally attractive
home.

The bungalow Is rectangular In
ahape, being 2tl by 44 feet. Just the
narrow lot.
proper size for the
It has walls of straight lines, the most
economical to construct, but the porch
roof break the plainness of the building, without the additional cost of jogs
In the walls.
The five rooms that this bungnlow
contains are arranged for convenience
and comfort. A study of the floor plan
will show that this statement Is true.
The living room, 23 by 12 feet, extends
across the front of the bouse. At one
end Is a wide fireplace, with small
high windows on either side, giving

ri
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hy the freight rates on lumber, und
other considerations.
By consulting
the local architect, contract and material man the cost of this bungalow
can readily be determined.

PLACE

TO MAINTAIN

White House, From Time of Its Orig
inal Building, Has Absorbed
Millions of Dollars.

Just 100 years ago President Monroe Indulged in a little extravuguuee.
He "blew himself" to a buthtuh. It
cost $11), and for a long time there
after was the only bathtub in the
White House.
The historic mansion has been pret
ty expensive from first to last. I'p to
dute considerably mure than $I1.0,000 bus been sient on it, including
repairs and refurnishing.
Its cornerstone was laid h.v George
Washington in a hare field October 1
170- -.
Slm-then It bus been twice
relmtlt after the British burned It
and again during the ltoosevelt ad
ministration. It was commonly called
In early days the (ileal House, or the
President's I'alaee.
Recently Mr. Tumulty again gave
out the announcement that the Whit
House would be closed to visitors for
some time to come, "because of neces
sary repairs." It seems forever to be
needing repairs anil refurnishing, and
for the hitter purpose much more than
$1,000,110 has beeu expended since
the beginning.
The original cost of the building
was $:iXl.-'0- 7.
Its reconstruction
after the British raid of 1S14 involved
an expenditure of $l'4i.4!, the house
being gutted and its walls so fur destroyed thut the greater part of them
had to be replaced above the first
story with new brick und fresh cut
stone.
Inevitably there will lie a llilrd re
building some iluy. Plans and a model
of the White House as it ought to be
with wings added, have already been
made. The wings are embraced by ex
terlor colonnades. In the east wing
is to be a great reception room; in
the west wing the state dining room.
On the second floor of each wing lire
to be five bedrooms. Thus the presl
dent will have about twenty bedrooms
lit his dispiisul, and will lie enabled to
offer a much freer hospitality. Con
servutorles in the rear will complete a
magnificent quadrangle, und the whole
effect will he very beautiful.
The cost of rebuilding the White
House In this style will be In the
neighborhood of $2,000,01 m.
e

Leaders in Fight Against H.
Judged From Economy and
Furnished.

BETTER TO KEEP GOOD BULLS

a

COSTLY

When a certain farmer a few years
ago sold his registered Holsteln bull
to his local butcher no records had
been made by any of the bull's
Within a year 11 of the
daughters.
daughters freshened at the ages of
two and three. Ileeords were then
made of milk and butterfut produc
tion, and to the astonishment of every
body the average milk production was
14,502 pounds and the average butter
fat production was 573 pounds.
But before these records were available the bull was dead and his hide
Because there
had become leather.
were no records, a $5,000 bull had
been sold for $W. The
association tests the dams and daughters, and the bull association makes
cow-testin- g

Spain's Castles.
It Is not true to say that "castles In
.Spain" has no meaning because there
are no castles now In that country.
Under Pedro I, king of Castile 1380
to l.'MO Spain was so disturbed by
Internecine wars as to offer a tempting Held for Interference by outsiders,
and when the king murdered Blunche.
his Bourbon queen, It wus natural that
the French constable, Bertrand du
Ouesiiln. who was then in Aragon,
should attempt to finish the perfidious
monarch. It was also natural that the
English black prince, who was then
In Aquitalne, hearing that the heredi
s
Purebred Bull.
tary enemies of his country were fight
ing against the Castllian king, should It
to
keep a bull until his
practicable
fight for him. The result was that
These
have been tested.
daughters
esmauy castles, with the adjacent
saved
would
have
two
associations
tates fell to both parties and became That bull.
fiefs of their leaders, so that people
Registration alone cannot guaranbegan to tulk of capturing chuteux en
tee production.
Registered
dairy
bulls should be backed by good pro
record
Without
records.
duction
backing they may be very wpII bred,
i
but there Is nothing to prove It.

Diversions That Benefit.
In an address ut the Koyul College
of Medicine to students about to start
out in practice for themselves,
of Kdlniiurgh
fJeorge Steele-Perkin- s

lr

cave this advice:
"Also leiirn to itlii v lawn tennis, golf.
bridge, billiards, or whatever games
n.ost appeal to you, and among other
things do nut neglect the noble art of
This advice Is as sound for the
voting man starting out as a lawyer
or a broker or a business man. For
every man needs some amusement to
which be can turn In order to forget
the worries of his working hours. No
man Is ever too busy to play; an
hour's relaxation makes htm work bet
ter. That Is why (Hailstone chopped
down trees nnd studied Homer, why
Wilson
tiluys golf. why Charles
Schwab plays bridge, why Cleveland
rode
went fishing, why Roosevelt
boxed, played handball ; why the late
J. P. Morgan was never too busy to
devote an hour to talking art with
some one who really knew.
Such diversions keep a nuin from
going stale. Kxehnnge.

Boiler Heated by Electricity.
The curious anomaly of steam boll
ers heated by electricity Is attracting
serious attention In certain localities,
"Such hollers have been set up of ca
pacities tip to 1,500 kilowatts, or 2,000
tuklng electric current of
voltages up to 10.000, and offer advnn
tages where coal Is high and water- power cheap, as In certain woodpulp
and paper factories of northern hurope. Steam Is generated by passage
of the electric current through waCOVERING FOR CREAM CANS ter. Narrow vertical tubes of In
sulating material contain water, and
Great Part of Value la Lost if Product are connected at top nnd bottom with
the It terlor of the holler. Alternating
la Exposed to Sun Whit Becurrent Is sent through the water coling Hauled.
cur
umns, the tubes with
A great part of the value of keep rents being connected In groups of
ing cream cool on the farm and at the three. Moving the electrodes In the
station or creamery Is lost If the cream tubes regulates the current strength.
Is exposed to the direct rays of the sun An efficiency of 0"i per cent Is claimed
while being hauled from the farm to and one watt of electric energy is
the point of sale. Far too few people stnted to produce nearly four pounds
stop to realize the Importance of cov- of steam.
ering their cream cans when bringing
Friend Wife Laughed.
them to town.
Expensive Jucketed
I was motoring along one of our
cans are not a necessity to keep the
cream cool. In summer weather Just country roads in my trusty little bus
an ordinary piece of wet burlap thrown with friend wife, who was carrying a
over cans will keep the temperature most unwelcome bit of grouch, when I
of the cream a much as 20 degrees pulled alongside of a large, lazy sedan
below what It would rise to If left un- with a mun trying to fix It.
"Trouble?" I asked.
covered while being transported over
"Some," was the laconic answer.
the average hauling distance.
"What power car Is It?"
came the nnswer.
"Forty-horse,DRYING UP COWS NEGLECTED
"What seems to he the matter
with It?"
Soma Animala Inclined to Keep Up
"Well, from the way she acts. I
Heavy Milk Flow Until Calving
of the
should say that thirty-ninTime Car la Needed.
horses were dead."
This must have been the funniest
Some cows are Inclined to keep tip of experiences, for my wife actually
the heavy milk flow until calving laughed right out loud. Kxchange.
time, and the dairyman Is apt to neglect drying them up. Some cow dry
New Insurance Idea.
themselves while others must be dried
To stimulate marriage several In
up by the milker. Care must be taken surance
companies in Great Britain
or the udder will be Injured. The
what is called marbest practice is to cut off the grain are now issuing It
Insurance.
provides for payfeed, giving no grain at all, and In riage
some case giving, less of other feeds. ment of $2,:yi0 at the expiration of 25
at death of the asThe cow should be milked only once years or earlier,
In addition, $300 In respect
a day for a few days, and then the sured, and. five
children born after the
each of
period lengthened until only once In of of
the policy who attain the age
four or five days. This should be date
twelve years, payable by five Inkept tip until the flow baa entirely of
of $1M) each on the
stallments
ceased.
twelfth and four succeeding birthdays.
High-Clas-
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horse-powe-

three-phas-

DiningRm.
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Floor Plan.
book Espagne as the easiest method of
space underneath them for built-icases. The two front windows are achieving fortune.
double casements, while that on the
Diamond Cutters,
end has double hung sashes. A wide-ope-n
The boy who aspire to be a diadoorway at the end of the living
room near the fireplace, lead Into the mond cutter has to enter Into Indenfor seven
dining room. Although three sides of tures of apprenticeship
the room are broken by window and years. He becomes a wage earner
some 15 feet of right away, however. As he progresses
the fireplace there
unbroken wall space for the piano, a his earnings Increase, and there are
davenport, or other heavy furniture. youths not out of their apprenticeship
This I a living room that will have an earning as much as $19.46 and $21.90 a
week. The experienced craftsmen may
extraordinary appeal to the house- earn
anything up to $48.65. The ex
keeper.
periment of teaching discharged and
The dining room I 11 feet 6 Inches, disabled
soldier ha been quite a sucby 16 feet, and has a shallow china cess. The men are put on a
g
closet built Into the front wall. Three
basis at once, though for the
windows make It a light, cheerful first 12 months the value
of their
room. Directly back of the dining labor I
practically negligible. Thenceroom Is the kitchen, 8 by 14 feet Note
forward, however, an apt learner will
the convenience In the kitchen, a go ahead rapidly. There are fixed time
s.'iown by the floor plan. There are rates, but a 'production bonus makes
double windows, with the sink under- earnings mainly dependent on Individ
neath, giving plenty of light at the ual ability and Industry.
place where a great pat of the kitchen
work 1 done. On either aide are wall I
Pretty Close.
case for supplies, utensils, etc, placMrs. Muffet Interrupting) That's
ing everything that Is needed within brary) My husband told me to t
pantry, also him one of George O'Shaw books, but
easy reach. A
with a window, adds to the conven- I've forgotten the name of It Someience of the kitchen.
thing to do with a show-up- .
Attendant (smiling) "The Showing
The two bedroom and bath open off
short ball, which Is entered from one rp- -Mrs. Muffet (Interrupting)
corner of the dining room. Each bedThat
room ta 13 by 10 feet and has two the very one "The Showing Cp of
and
!"
Bank
Buffalo
light
windows, affording good
Deposits
Express.
plenty of ventilation. Three closets
each
clothe
Artesian
Wells.
storage space,
provide
The Chinese have obtained water
bedroom having one, and tbe third I
bathroom
to
door.
the
next
off the ball,
through means of artesian wells for
The basement 1 finished In cement over 1.000 years. One of the most
plaster with a concrete floor. The famous wells In existence la that at
stairs leading to It open oat of the Crenelle. In the outskirts of Paris,
dining room, and It will be noted that where the water Is brought from a
tbe flue la at that point Thus no step depth of 1.798 feet It yield 616H
will be wasted In getting to tbe heating gallon of water a minute. Many
plant There la ample room In the year ago a well In Petsh was sunk to
basement for tbe beater and the fuel the depth of 3.100 feet
n
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SOME FARMERS HAKE DELIVERIES DIRECT
TO CONSUMERS BY USING MOTOR TRUCKS

GOO D

ROADS
KEEP ROADS

I

IN GOOD REPAIR

Concrete or Special Road Brick Set in
Cement Over Concrete Foundation ia Favored.
The war and tbe consequent railroad
congestion imposed heavy traffic burdens upon our highways; burdens, in
fact, much greater than the roads were
built to sustain.
To make mutters
still worse, labor and repair materials
were scarcer during the war, and many
roads as a result are now In deplorable condition. As the preucher would
say, they are "more holy than righteous."
The year 1919 Is going to witness an
Immense road repair movement. And
the work should be at leust fairly
permanent. Merely throwing dirt or

Motor Truck Heavily Loa
Peddling farm produce from "side-doo- r
Pullmans" is a market outlet
which some producers have followed,
as, by accompanying a car of their
produce on the road and selling directly from the car disir to dealers and
consumers In a number of small towns,
they realize remunerative return from
their marketing operations. In most
of the places where this method of
"cur peddling" Is practiced the producers take out a license from the
authorities which gives them temporary selling privileges, such licenses
costing from $10 to $25 apiece. This
system of
salesmanship Is
applicable only in regions where the
associagrowers have no
tion. It would be extremely unwise
for the individual producer to go on
the road in active competition with
an extensive selling organization.
Cut in Profits.
The growers also must bear In mind
the fact, although the returns from
tills method of sidling at first may appear large, they will be cut down to a
great extent by his expenses, the time
consumed, and the consequent neglect
of his regular business. This practice
may result also In lowering wholesale
prices, inasmuch as the grower may
be anxious to get away und may sell
at figures which the regular dealers
would not accept. Car peddling is
e

Experiment Road of Vitrified Brick for
Paving Country Roads at Chevy
Chase, Md. Finished Pavement in
Service.

stones in the holes is a sheer
waste of time, because after a few
automobiles und trucks go over the
roads these loose materials ure piihiied
out again und conditions ure us hud
as ever.
Broken stones and tar hinder are CLIMB ON HIGH WITH
the only satisfactory repair materials
for macadam roads, mid many in
AN ARMY CHAUFFEUR
proved country roads are of that type.
It is beginning to be realized that
concrete or special road brick set In Rockiest Road to Dublin
Is LoCement over a concrete foundation
in
must be used for truck roads designed
France.
cated
to carry heavy truck triiffc. Any
thing cheaper and less stable simply
means had roads and constant repairs. Private Employer Who Are Ope rat,
For laterals or main roads In sparse
ing Large Fleet of Truck for Dely settled countries where truffle Is not
livery Purpose Are Told to
heavy and when the amount available
Remember Army Men.
for road construction Is not lurge, tar
macadam highways are quite satisfac
The chauffeur who used to consider
tory. .
street a
Broudwuy und
bard place to cross went to war to disPLAN HONOR TO ROOSEVELT cover that the rockiest mud to Dublin
lay in I'riince, after all. For automobile driving became a supreme art over
Suggestion Have Been Made to Nam
there, where there were no light to
Transcontinental Highway After
Illuminate the muds, and often no
Former President.
roads to Illuminate.
With shells bursting on all sides, anil
Memorials to the dead and tributes
to the living In the form of highways bombs dropping from the Jerrys above,
Is a plan which Is catching
the the truck, ambulance and lorry drivSince ers soon learned a thousand new tricks
popular fancy everywhere.
France christened a street in honor in the trade: bow to keep a straight
of Wilson, Tientsin, China, has done course without benefit of compass or
the same thing, and elsewhere sugges- light, bow to climb out of mud
tions have been made that a
how to run on three wheels If
highway be named In something happened to the fourth, In
honor of Roosevelt Louisiana is plan short, how to do the Impossible, all
ning a Victory oak way and sentiment to the glory of the allies and NovemIs reflected by movements to rename ber 11th.
streets and highways after heroes of
These men are now coming hack to
the war In other states.
the United States, master mechanics
and drivers, trained In the hardest
DURABLE ROAD SAVES MONEY school to every emergency that an automobile could confront. Some of them
are still Jobless, and Col. Arthur
Saving of Eight Cents Per Ton Mil
Woods, assistant to the secretary of
Can Be Effected in Transportawar, and In charge of the government's
tion Costs Alon.
campaign for
The report of the Joint congression men, offers them as the best possible
al committee which Investigated high- material In the world for expert autoway economic In 1914 shows that a mobile driving.
Private employers who are operating
mt ton mile can
saving of eight cent
be effected in tninsMrtutlon costs large fleets of trucks for delivery and
when a road Is lifted from the dirt to transsudation purixise. are especialthe durable class. This does not take ly recommended to these expert drivInto account Increased real estate val ers. The various governmental and weluations or social advantages resulting fare agencies will be the means for
from the improvement.
bringing the men and the jobs together.
IMPROVE ROADS FOR TRUCKS
loose

Kurty-secon-

huh-dee-

Bureau of Markets Arrives at Conctu- aion Motor Vehicle Have Passed
Experimental Stage.

I

flUTOMODILE

Inadequate highways are one of the
penalties with which the user of highway transportation must contend, says
Bulletin No. 770, recently Issued by
The departthe bureau of markets.
When a radiator leaks It is nut ad
ment arrives at the conclusion that visable to use material to stop the
the motortruck has passed the experi- leaks from the inside.
mental stage, but says that before It
e e
can attain at fullest usefulness the
When any part gets rusty put kero
highways must be Improved.
sene on It but be sure to wii It off
after It has stood a while.
Good Drainage Necessary.
The most necessary requirement of
Spend an hour or two going over
founa good road Is a solid, hone-dr- y
Instruction book and learn more
This means good drainage your
dation.
about keeping your car in good thupe.
first last and all the time.
Every time you chance a wire wheel
Tree Along Highway.
grease on the metal surfaces rf
Tree at a distance of .TO or 60 feet put
wheel spindle where the bub touches
to
add
its
the
highway
apart along
It.
comfort and pleasing apirarance.
Motorists who use one of tbe hand
Make Hauling Easy.
will do well to give the pump a
pumps
to
ride.
and
to
town,
easy
Easy
few strokes before attaching It to the
loads
and
farmer'
Make a
hauling
valve.
fairly glide.
In case the front tires begin to show
Mulch Hold Moisture.
wear It may be asHonor Is John Wesley's.
A mulch straw around the tomato signs of excessive
at
once
sumed
tbe wheels are out
that
The term "Methodist" was first ap vines
the
to
deal
keep
helps a great
plied to Charles Wesley, and not to moisture In and also serves to keep the of alignment
John Wesley, the real founder of fruit clean.
If a blow bole (sand pocket) sudMethodism. And It was applied as a
term of ridicule, or as an epithet
denly develops In the cylinder It will
Soil.
Acid
of
Evidence
Charles Wesley was a student at OxWhen red sorrel appears In a pas cause a great deal of annoyance beford, where, as he says, he began "to ture it can be taken as evidence that fore the trouble Is located,
observe the method of study prescribed the soU Is add and that It needs to be
He must hava limed.
Where a pump is utilized to circuby the university."
been a stickler for "method." for he
late water It is advisable to fill the
was always using the word. "This
radiator and then run the engine to InFruit to Sell Best
gained me the nickname of Methodist,"
in neat box sure the water reaching and filling all
fruit
Clean,
he sava In one of his letters.
the parts of tbe system.
es will sell best
e

Often

Declared Impracticable When
Trouble la With Poor and
Improper Handling.

Often milking machines have been
when the
declared
Impracticable
trouble was not with the machine but
with the way It was cleaned or rather
not cleaned. During hot weather special care must be given these

see

see

see

see

well-packe- d

ded With Farm Produce.
more common In the West and Southwest than in any other sections of the
country, but has decreased under recent demurrage and traffic regulations.
Reaching Market by Truck.
Direct delivery by wagon or motor
truck is practicable only where the
farmer lives within a
radius of
the consuming renter.
Hence this
method of marketing affords an outlet
only for the commodities produced In
the area Immediately surrounding the
market. Such deliveries are limited,
in the main, to country towns and
smaller cities. The automobile truck
undoubtedly is enlarging this service,
hut it probably will bo limited to a
very small portion of the total producing area of the country and can not
he expected to form an outlet for the
great hulk of farm crops. Again, the
development of cities, with their constant encroachments umui outlying
country districts, forces production
areas farther from the market centers
und In the larger cities makes It
practically Impossible for growers ta
deliver their produce direct to consumers. The best example-- , of successful direct deliveries by growers to
consumers are found In the sale of
fresh fruits and vegetables In small
country towns ami deliveries from
neighboring farms through residential
Keetious of most of the larger cities.

EARLY AUTO DAYS
In IStW gasoline sold for six
cents a gallon.
The first New York motorcar
ehow wus held In 1000.
car was
The first
brought out In 1000.
In 1S!K) Burnuiu 4c Bailey announced they would exhibit
throughout the country a "horseless vehicle."
In July, 1808, the news was
given that a plant would he built
to turn out "one motor carriage
a week."
It Is hard to conceive that in
1WH1 there were but four motor-cur- s
In the United States.

d
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CARE FOR MILKING MACHINES

'

ASSISTS

TIRE-REPAI-

WORK

R

l
Clamp
Handy Device la
Which Hold Searchlight In
Position Desired.
Sheet-Meta-

For those who prefer the tubular
flash light to the trouble light connected to the storage battery, for
work, a handy device Is a
l
clamp which holds the
flash light In such position as to throw
the light where It Is needed. The Idea
would be of little use to the driver
who always has a companion to hold
the light for him in rase of trouble,
but for those who often drive alone,
tlre-repa- lr

sheet-meta-

m.Tmeiis
mm
mus

euwrf

W
A

I

uueotMae

tjy

f

Tn.

SMO1

Clamp Is a Great ComLone Night Driver, in
Case of Tire Trouble.
Flash-Ligh- t

fort to the

there la decided advantage. The metal
used should be stiff brass or steel, but
the spring which holds the flush light
must of course have sufficient springiness for this purpose. The light will
be found convenient for tire changing
In the position shown, but if some
other angle Is preferred, the clamp
ran readily be made to give It. P. P.
Avery, tiarfleld, N. J in Popular Mechanics' Magazine.
TO

COOL

BRONZE

BEARINGS

Using Water for Purpose Is Last
Thing to Do When in Hurry
Cool With OH.
Never forget that cooling with water a bronze bearing that has been
running hot Is the last thing to do.
The best thing to do Is to wait for
the bearing to cool in the ordinary
couise of events, but if you are In
too much of a hurry for this, cool It
with oil Instead of water.

Oversize DrilL
is possible to make a drill cut an
oversize hole by grinding one cutting
edge so that it Is a little longer than

It

the other.

Wheel Bearings.
Once every month, at most the
wheels of the car should be Jacked op
and tested for smoothness of running
and for side play.
Replacing Spring Leaves,

Whra two or more leaves of a spring
break It is not advisable to Install new
leaves without resetting tbe spring.
Cause Endless Trouble.
Weak valve springs ran cause endless trouble In promoting poor erglne.
operation.
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PRESENT
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Dont you want to see the "World ?
T"OMANCE is calling to youf
Strange and smiling fortign
lands are beckoning to you. Shove

the

red-bloode-

hard-playin- g

hard-workin-

men

natives and IB iinonlained native help-r- .
Artreiilina han m population of
B.OIKI.01'0, and our minsionary
force,
coninu of T men. 7 married
women, 14 ordali.ed natives and 7
tintive lielpers. In Africa,
jwo have entered only one slate, that
cf Nigeria. I.ul thin utate has a pnpu- lation of 2fi.iH4i mmi. and to nerve thosi
people we have only 7 men mission- aries. 6 married women, 3 unmarried
women. .1 oidained native and .",2 un-- '
ordained tutne helpers. Brazil has
territory lamer than all the I'niied
:"tnte and a xipulatia of Sh.ihhi.iuio.
Fervinj. tln,e people we have a force
of .".4 nun :i3 married women. 2 unmarried wmen.
ordained natiien,
and L2 iitiorila.ned native Ii. lers. nur
work in t Inle where there are 3. mm,.
(I ii
is only two Jeam old hut
e have il i liur. hen. and 15 out
.
in w hii h larl year there wer
V.'e
112 oiiptis-.need at least
2il mere l is. mi'. ar.es now and Irnm
of thi eampaiun we hope
the pnn-edemploy .em and then equip Ihem
Nwd tho. on the field
already for die
the laryeM work fur the Marl, i f

g,

Navy.
Pay begins the day you join.
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bell-fight-

s

surf-ridin- g

in
on the

Learn the lure that comes with
the swish &nd swirl of the good salt
sea. Eat well free; dress well
free ; sleep eleen

free : ar.d look 'em

sll straight in the eye

British,

French, Chinese, Japanese,
Spaniards, Egyptians. Algerians
and all manner of people.
Come! Be a real man of the
world. See the world. See it with

On beard ship a man is always
learning. Trade schools develop
skill, industry and business ability.
Thirty days care-fre- e
holiday each
year with full pay. The food is
good. First uniform outfit is
fur-nish-

The extra miles they give mean just co
many extra dollars counted in real money.
And there are further actual economies in

th-r-

off and see the world!

Learn to "parley-vooParee. See the
Panama. See
beach of Waikiki.

.",

n4 m t lie 'M.im t s niitmiotiHry Inne
lOimiKtinr nf 11 men, 11 niiiiTii',1
om- n. 3 unn, limed muiiien, 24 ordained

of the U. S.

the saving of gas, oil. repairs and depreciation.

j

The reason of all this is in the tires themselves their liveliness, ruggedness and

sturdiness.

'

td

free. Promotion is unlimited for men of brains. You
can er.list for f..o years and come
out brc.Cs.r, stronger and abler.

There are five United States Tires a type
for every make of car.

United States Tires
are Good Tires

.
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Shove eff

Join the U. S. Navy.

If you're between

1 7
and 35 go to
the nearest recruiting station for
all the details. If you don't know
where it is ask your postmaster.
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Wo can chow yc;: and iioxc to yon
that f hero is n genuine money saving in uie
use of United States Tires.
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Vnittd St.U. Tir.t ... ood tir...
Martin's Tire Shop, Santa Fe

Th.f. h, . ..II Ih.m.

Bernalillo Mercantile Co., Domingo
Bond & Nohl Mercantile Co., R. A. Clifford, Espanola
Espanola Garage, H. T. McCurdy, Espanola
Ernile Mignardot, Moriarty

Qosson's Garage, Santa Fe

-
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known conductor, has been arrested
by the local officials on authority
from El Paso.
The young man is charged with
in the recent murder of
NEWS REVIEW complicity
an El l'ao taxicab driver, which
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in the affair
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Cerrillos Lump
Sugarite Lump
Cerrillos Egg
Grate
Sugarite
Nut
O'Mera Lump
Sugarite
Raton Lump
Smithing Coal
Yankee Lump
Anthracite, all sizes
Steam Coal
Coke
Cord Wood, Sawed Wood, Native Kindling
OFFICE Montezuma Avenue
Near A. T. & S. F. Depot

PREPARING PRODUCTS
FOR BEST EXHIBITION AT ANNUAL FAIRS

SUGGESTIONS

FOR

The Thirteenth Commandment
By RUPERT HUGHES
CHAPTER

XXV

Continued.
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"Tha t makes no difference," Daphne
stormed, already converted to t fie
shop religlou. "Customers must not
Unit tlic iloor shut.
Ituu oii'u it ut
in ne. Suppose Mrs. Uninilly dropped
In.
We'd lose lier unless tills notoriety drives her away." A little
blush of sliume flickered In I .h
checks a inoiueiit and went out.
She sighed : "I suppose Mr. Duuiie
has slopped tht check, too If he ever
sent it. oli, dear!"
Then a nurse knocked; brought in
a card growing In U large Utile n.a
lea tree. Iiaphne scanned it. "Mr
Thomas Vurii'k Dunne!" She peered
ami read
closer at the penciling
aloud: "'I just learned. I'm
Isn't there anything 1 can
do?' "
Iiaphne felt as if outraged society
had forgiven her.
Isn't he a darling?" she murmured.
Mrs.
'hivvis begrudged u stingy
"Well, of eoursi " She had the poor
folks' conscientious seruples against
wasting praise on the rich. "Vou'll
want to
him, I presume."
Hut Iiaphne had had enough of evil
appearance. "See III here? Never!"
hhe glared nt I r Mrs. Chivvis with
n reproof that was exerueiating to
and ordered her to go down and
meet Mr. I mane and Incidentally learn
a hunt the check. "Business Is busi
ness." she said.
Mrs. Chivvis descended In all the
confusion of a Puritan wife meeting
a Cavalier heau. She came hack later
to say that Mr. I mine was really very
nice, and spoke lieaut If ally and hud
ent the check and would send another if I upline w ished it, and would
make old Mrs. Ilomllly go on with the
order, and would she like some special fruits or soups or something? lie
was really very nice.
Daphne eyed her with ironic horror
mid said, "You've heeu flirting with
him! and me so helpless here!"
nee!
"Dnph
Kip!!!" Mrs. Chivvis screamed. The only counter-thrus- t
she could think of was, "And what
does Mr. Wlmhurn say?"
This sobered Daphne. Why had
Clay sent no word? Kverybody else
In town had seen the papers. Clay
rend the papers. Surely he was not
capable of such monstrous pique.
When your worst enemy gets badly
hurt you've Just got to forgive If
fou're human.
m

ik''-pa- le

heart-broke-

!

!

CHAPTER XXVI.
I.ella was determined to endure
everything that might he necessary to
regain her heiiuty. She would go
through any onleal of knives or plaster casts or splints or medicines for
that. She was ipilte grim uhout It.
Her resolution extended to the spending of ns much of Hnynrd's money as
might he necessary on surgeons' fees
ami doctors' bills. If she bankrupted
ltayard It would he with the tenderest
motives.
Five times she went to the operating table, made that Infernal Journey
Into etherland, knowing what
wulted her, what retching
iitul hurtling anil bleeding. She braved
lentil again and again, took long
fiances with cowering bravado. And
nil for Bayard's sake.
One morning when Bayard reached
Ids iitllce after a harrowing
vigil ut Leila's side he was Just falling
asleep over the first mall when his
telephone snarled. He reached for It
with alarm. A Voice boomed lu his
s

ear:

"Ah you thnhr
"Ves."
"Keep the line, pleas. Now, you ah
through, sir?"
Then a growl replaced the boom, a
growl that made the receiver rattle:
".Mi you thah. Mr. Kip? This is
Cohnol Marchmont. I dare say you
reineiiilx r our conversation
about
tho-udamned contracts with
Vih
erell. A little farther discussion
might not lie amiss If you could
make it perfectly convenient to drop
mvnh at. say. a quawtiih pa list fab?
toiod! I shall expect you at that
b."
ltayard pondered. What new
inn was fate preparing?
As he
went to the otlice. he bought till eve
ning paper. A heavily headed cablegram announced that the laborers In
(lie Briti-- h munition works were strik-rtior threatening to strike. A gleam
of understanding came into Itayard's
sye. When he reached the desk of
Colonel Marchmont lie looked unabashed irto the revolver muzzle of
the old war horse's one eye.
Without any preliminary courtesies
nr any softening of his previous tone
he colonel snorted : "Those devilish
iiintrncts you tnude with Wetherell
The poor felb'W is no longer alive
Well, I'm afraid
tnore's the pity, but
I was a bit severe with you. I fancy
we might we our way to renewing
those contractu at a reasonable figure
say at a 25 per cent reductiou from
rhe terms you quoted."
Bayard smiled and shook Ills head.
He bluffed the bluffer. "The prices we
quoted included only a fair profit,
Since then materials have
been going up in price every minute,
wing to the demand from abroad.
And the home market Is IsMiming. We
can eell all our product here, and
more, too, than we ran make."
Colonel Marchmont squirmed, but
be waa a soldier and loved a good
counter-attack- .
He smiled as be
was avenged
Wetherell
squirmed.
when bis successor signed Dew contracts at a bigber price than he had
made. The' changing times changed
everything; yesterday's exorbitance
waa today's bargain.
wallet full
Bayard departed with
business. He got back to his office
SB) feet fledged with Mercurial wings.
-

tt

His feet were beautiful ou the rug of
the president's office.
Ilayard felt so kindly to nil the
world Unit he hurried to the hospital
fo scatter gisal news like flowers over
Leila's couch. She was In that humor
when anybody else's gisid fortune wus
an added grief to her.
"I'm no use to you now." she walled.
"I never was much. I'.ut at least 1
dressed and kept looking fit. And you
h,
said I was pretty. I'.ut now
You used to cull me
Ilayard, Ilayard
beautiful, and I tried to be beautirut
To be ugly und
for you. Hut now
useless both It's too much!"
Wise pathfinders say that when you
are wandering in strange country you
should turn every now and then und
It
look back at the way you cume.
wears a different aspect entirely from
Its look ii.i you approached, and you
will i d to know how it will look
"hen you return.
I'rom childhood on. I.ella had been
as Ilaywarned against extravagance
ard ha. I, as have we all. Hut only
now that she was looking buckward
could she realize the wisdom, the Intolerable truth of the ndage, "Waste
not, want not."
Meanwhile Iiaphne was having so
different a history that she felt
ashamed. It seemed unfair to her to
get well quickly and with no blemish
except a scar or two that would not
show, tthlle I.ella hung between death
and deformity.
Hut seeing Ilayard alone ami hearing I.ella fret, she felt confirmed In
her belief that she had done the whole-somthing uheu she Joined the laboring classes. There were discouragements without cease, yet Iuphne was
learning what a remedy for how ninny
troubles there Is lu work. It seemed
to be almost panacea. It was exciting,
fatiguing, alarming, but It was objective. She was on her way lit last to
that fifty thousand a year she had
dreamed of. She was uncertain yet of
earning a thousand a year, but she
was on the road.
Clay Wlmhurn, seeking chances In
the West, dlil not see the New York
papers or any other record of Daphne's accident. When he got back to
New York, Ids pockets full of contracts, Ilayard, equally successful,
Then he
greeted him enthusiastically.
learned of the accident and the fact
that Iiaphne was "lu trade." He was
Indignant at the news und wanted to
see her at once.
ltayard gave hi in the address, and
Clay wasted no time asking further
questions. He made haste to the subway, fuming; left the train ut the
tiraud Central station and climbed up
to a taxlcab.
Then he found Iiaphne.
She co him into a little shop empty
of everything but the debris of removal.
"Where are we?" said Clay.
"This was my shop."
"What's the matter? Busted already?" Clay asked, with a not unflattering cheerfulness.
"Not in the least," Daphne explained. "We've expanded so fast we
had to move. We sublet und moved
across the street.
"You remember Mrs. Chivvis, don't
you? Mrs. Chivvis, you haven't forgotten Mr. Wlmhurn. He's kept away
so long you might have, though.
Whero've you been, Clay? Hut wait
you can tell me on the way over to
the new shop."
When she led li til Into her new cm- IMirium the graceful fabrics displayed
were all red rags to him. He was a
bull In a crimson shop.
Iiaphne made Clay sit down and
asked him If It were not nil perfectly
He waited until Mrs. Chivvis
lovely.
went on to the workroom. He hail a
limpse of a number of girls und
I aey were
women on sewing bent.
laughing and chattering.
lie answered, "It's icrfectly loath
!

e

I

some.

Instead of resenting this Insult
Iiaphne laughed till she fell nialnst

iiiim

if

"Oh, yes, I will!"
"I won't have you assaulting the
best friend I've got in the world."
He groaned aloud ut this, not noticing how she used the word "friend."
She ran on. She had not talked to
him for so long that she was a perfect
chatterbox.
"He lent me five hundred dollars
when I didn't know where else to get
It. And It nailed our first real contract a big commission from old Mrs.
Itomllly. We paid back Mr. Dunne's
five hundred und then " She giggled
in advance ut what was coming to
Clay. "And then I borrowed a thousand from him. We owe him that
now."
Clay was us wroth as she had
wished. He took out a little hook.
"Well. I'll give you a check for that
amount or more. And you can pay
I tuane
I won't
off with Interest.
have you owing him money."
"You won't have!" Iaphne mocked
"You won't have? Since when did
you become senior partner here?"
"Senior partner !" Clay railed. "I'm
I hate
no partner lu this business!
this business. It mukes me sick to
see you In It."
"Then step nut on the walk," said
Iiaphne. "You're scaring away customers and using up the time of the
firm. The boudoir Is no place for you,
anyway."
A young woman with a bridal eye
walked In and Daphne left Clay to
blunder out sheepishly. He did not
see that she cast sheep's eyes after
him.
He was a most bewildered
young man. lie had inade a pile of
money and still he was not happy !

Copyright by Harper

safe there since you quit calling ou
me. It doesn't cost me much.
"Hut you're making so much
money."
"Not so very much yet, but It's
ull my own and I made every cent of
It, and golly! how I love to wutcb
It grow."
"You miser."
"Muyhe. I guess that's the only
way to save money to make a pas
sion out of It and get a kind of vo
luptuous feeling from it. But I really
think that It's the fun of making if
thut interests me most. It certainly
keeps me out of mischief and out of
loneliness. Oh, there's no freedom
like huvlng a Job aud a little reserve
in the bank. It's the only life, Clay."
"And you wouldn't give up your
'freedom,' as you call It, eveu for a
man you loved? Couldn't you love a
man enough to do thut?"
"I could love a man too much to
do that. For Where's the love In a
woman's sitting around the house all

day und waiting for a man to come
home and listen to the gossip of her
empty brain? That isn't loving, that's
loafing."
Clay was not at all persuaded.
"But there's no comfort or home life
In marrying a business woman."
"How do you know? You know
plenty of unsuccessful wives who ure
not business women."
"I want II housekeeper, not a shop,
keeper."
"Co get one, then, I say. If a woman can't earn enough outside to hire a
housekeeper lei her do her own housework. But if she can eurn enough to
hire a hundred housekeepers why
should she stick to the kitchen? In my
home, If I ever get one, the cook will
not be the star. Besides, It enlarges
life so. Instead of two living on the
wages of one two will live on the earnIt seems to me It
ings of two.
couldn't help being a better and a happier way of living."
Clay blushed vigorously as he mum-hie"What's your business woman
going to do when the the babies
come? Or do you cut out the kiddles?"
Daphne blushed, tisi. "Well, I should
think that the business woman could
afford babies better than anybody else.

She has to give up the housework, anyway, even when she's a housekeeper.
I suppose she could give up her shop
for a while. At least she could share
the expense or her husband could
stand the hills since he escapes the
pain. I tell you, if I ever had a daughter I'd muke her learn her own trade
If she never learned anything else. I'd
never raise her to the hideous, Indecent belief thut the world owes her a
living and she's got a right to squeeze
It out of the heurt's blood of some
man. No, slrree! It mny
but It Isn't decent,
be
and It Isn't even roiunntlc. The love
of two free souls, with their own careers und their own expenses, seems
to me uhout the best kind of love there
could be. Then both of them cun come
home evenings und their home will be
a home a fresh, sweet meeting place."
Clay breathed hard. He was silenced,
hut not convinced beyond being convinced thut Daphne Kip wus still the
one woman In the world for him, In
notions.
spite of her cantankerous
Still, of course, u woman hud to have
some flaw or she would not be human.
Daphne's foible wus ns harmless as
anyone's, perhaps. So he blurted out :
"I suppose you've given up all
thought of marrying me?"
She answered him with pious earnestness: "I've never given up that
I've been trying to
thought. Clay.
make myself worthy of the happiness
It would mean. I have had the trousseau ull made, und paid for, a long
while. That's what I came to town for
originally our trousseau. But when
I saw how much sacrifice It meant for
my poor old father und what a bundle
of bills I'd be dumping on my poor
young lover I couldn't see the good
of It. So I took my vow that I wouldn't
get n trousseau till I could earn the
price of It myself. And now I've
earned the price und I've got It. But
I've lost my excuse for wearing It.
"Still, I'd probably have lost you,
anyway, or ruined you If I had brought
you my old Ideas. Kverybody always
says that money Is the enemy of love.
I wonder If It couldn't be made the
friend. It would be an Interesting experiment, anyway."
"Daphne, honey, let's try the experiment."
She looked nt him with a heavenly
smile In her eyes, and unswered,
"Let's."
He moved toward her, but she
She
dodged behind the counter.
studied him n moment, theu reached
below the counter. A hell rung and a
drawer slid out. She took some bills
from It, mude u iiieiiioriinilutn on a
slip of paper, and put that in the pluce
of the hills, closed the drawer, and
leaned ucross the counter, murmuring:
"They suy ull successful businesses
Hre begun on borrowed money. So I'll
borrow this from the firm for luck."
She put out her hand. Clay put out
his. She laid three dollars on his pulm
und closed his fingers on them.
"What's all this?" he asked, all mystified. She explained :
"A plain gold band costs about six
dollars, and thut's for my half of the
partnership. Women ure weurlng their
wedding rings very light nowadays."
"I should say so!" Chiy groaned, but
with a smile.
She bent forward and he bent forward and their lips met. She wus only
a saleswoman selling n customer part
of a heart for part of a heart, but to
Cluy the very counter was the golden
bar of heaven, und Daphne the Blessed Damozel that leaned on It and
made It warm.
THE END.

WORLD'S FIRST STEAM FERRY

CROW

Was Established by John Stevens in
1811, Running Between Hoboken
and New York.

Under Modern Conditions There Seeme
Little Reason for the Bird's Con.
tinued Existence.

The first ferry In the world was
established In 1811 hy John Stevens between Holxiken and New York. Taking up the study of steam In 1789, It
Is recorded, he took out patents on marine engines three years later, and
In 17!8 completed his first boat, successfully operating It on the Hudson
In 18H a second boat was
river.
equipped with two screws, and the
style of proM'ller designed by him was
for many years preferred above later
Inventions. Though this was the first
application of steam to the
yet this design was the Identiscrew used
cal short,
today. It Is remarkable that this form
of propulsion was not practically Introduced until 1S.T7. His original steamboat also contained the first condensengine ever made In
ing double-actinr
boiler.
America, and a
In 1807 he built the sldewheel steamboat I'hoenlx. which was a few days
behind Fulton's vessel In attaining the
legal speed, and was thus shut out
from the Hudson river; but he boldly
steamed her around t the Delaware
hy sea, being the first to navigate
the ocean with the new motive power.

The record of the crow Is like Its
eont about as black ns black can be
a writer In Detroit Free Tress says.
It may be that In the great plun of
nature, some time In the pust, the
crow served a useful purpose likewise the hawk and the buzzard. Take
the buzzard, for example. Once protected hy human laws everywhere because useful for removing carrion,
the stench of which offended the nostrils of all animal life. It is now outlawed, because man realizes that It Is
better to burn or bury the dead leaving no excuse for the existence of the
buzzard.
So, In the
beginning, the mission of the crow, we
may conjecture, was to preserve some
equilibrium, some balance In the econIt may be he was
omy of nature.
placed here to hold In check the weed
seed and grain eating birds, because
weeds were a factor In the past In
covering the waste places of the earth
However
and making them fertile.
that may have been, there seems to be
no excuse for his existence now since
seeds the
man, the agriculturist,
waste places to useful grains and
grasses and needs the help of the
birds.

CHAPTER XXVII.
In the course of a few wretched
days Clay picked up some of the facts
about Iiuphne's presence In Wether-ell'- s
fatal cur. He was more furious
at her than ever and more Incapable
of hating her.
Ho saw Haynrd often, but Bayard
knew little and said less. One
he Invited Clay to ride with him
to the hospital, whence I.ella wus to
graduate. He warned Clay not to
how shocked he would be nt Leila's appearance, which, he said, whs
a wonderful Improvement on what It
had been.
She wits, Indeed, a mere shell, and
Clay was not entirely successful with
his compliments.
Leila sighed: "Much obliged for
I'm a mere
your good Intentions.
sack of bones, but I'm going to get
well. The doctors say that If I take
care of myself every minute und go
to a lot of specialists and go to Bar
Harbor In the hot weather und to
Palm Beach In the cold und spend
iilxiut a million dollar I'll be myself
some day. That's not much, hut It's
all I've got to work for. Boor Bydle!
II didn't know he was endowing a
hospital when he married me."
"What do I care, honey?" Bayard
"The
cried, with perfect chivalry.
money Is rolling In and I'd rather
spend It on you than on anybody else."
"The money's rolling out Just as
fast as It rolls In," Leila sighed. "The
Lord (ms'iiis to provide a uew expense
for every streak of luck. And that's
my middle name F.xpeuse."
'
She had actually learned one lesson.
That was a hopeful sign.
Clay sought Daphne in her odious
(to hlin) place of business. She asked
him whut she could sell hlui. lie said
he would wait till the shop closed.
She raised her eyebrows impudently
:ind gave him a chair in a corner. He
sat there feeling as out of place as a
strange man In a harem.
Kveiituully the lust garrulous customer talked herself dumb; the lust
sewing woman went. Mrs, Chivvis
pulled down the curtains in the
and at the door and hude gisid
night.
Then Daphne locked the dsir,
dropped wearily Into a chair, and
sighed, "Well, Clay?"
"I want to know why you don't give
up Tom Dunne."
She shrugged her excellent shoulders again, hut she did not smile.
She ssike Instead : "I don't ask you
to give up your stenographer."
till. It's like that, eh? Well, then,
why won't you let me lend you money
Instead of Tom Duane?"
Her answer astounded him with Its
feminine logic: "I can borrow of Mr.
limine because I don't love him and
never did and he knows it. I can't
borrow of you because "
He leusil at the implication: "Because you love me?"
"Itocause t Used to."
"Don't you any more?" he groaned.
"How can I tell? It's tieen mouths
and mouths since I saw the Clay
Wlmburu that came out to Cleveland
and lured me on to New York. The
only Clay Wlmhurn I've seen for
some time hss been a horribly
domineering snob who Is too
seen with a working
proud to l
woman. He wants to marry a lady.
I never was one and don't want to
be one. Fin a business woman and
I Live It."
"And you wouldn't give up your
shop for meT"
"Certainly not."
He looked at her with baffled emotions. She was so delectable and so
d
and so
obstinate, so
It was intolerable that
she should keep
shop. lie spoke
after a long delay:
"May I come and see yon once In
a while?"
"If you want to."
"Where you living oowT"
ufter-tiiHi-

y

show-windo-

pros-IH'rou-

Wetherell Was Avenged Wften His
Successor Signed New Contracts at
a Higher Price Than He Had Made.
the counter. The worst of It was that
her eyes were so tender.
"Where did you get all the capital
for all this stock?" Clay demanded,
with sudden suspicion.
"Oh. part of It we bought on credit
"Still at the Chiwises'."
and part of it on borrowed money."
"Too ought to take better care of
"Borrowed from whom?"
"From Mr. Duane."
yourself than that. Surely you can
This was too much of too much. afford a better home."
I suppose' so, but It would be
Clay stormed: "I'll get him V
lonely any here else. It baa been
"Oh, no, you won't!
right-bearte-

wrong-beade-

Brotlieia

Me It Couldn't Help Being a Better and a Happier Way of

"It Seems to
Living."

d

screw-propelle-
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multl-tuhula-

Rush for Free Molasses.
When a tank car filled with 8.000
gallons of molasses was upset near
Telford, Fa, and the molasses began
to run out. people came by scores, on
foot, in carriages and by automobiles,
and salvaged some hundreds of
of molasses before the railroad
men plugged the opening and left
dozens of disappointed ones waiting
to get at the outflow.
gal-lo-

Hia Tribute.
Hans was on a visit to his grandfather's farm, and for the first time
saw a lot of bees making honey. After
looking at them with deep Interest for
few moments he said : "Well. I must
say they is certainly a wonderful lot
of Uttle animals,"

g

disease-carryin-

IS ENEMY

g

OF FARMER

A Thoroughly Typical American

Boy Watching
Ita Growth.

(Prepared by the United States Depart
nient of Agriculture.)

The fair.
What does It mean to youf
"Fair" is a very old noun. With va
rlntlons In spelling It exists in many
languages.
"Fnlr" Is akin to the ancient "festus" and therefore cousin In some de
gree of the more modern "feast" and
"festival" and the like.
Always and everywhere It has carIdea. It has
ried the
always been pretty much what we
mean nowadays by "holiday," though
not what that word meant originally.
"Holiday" wus "holy day," and sacred.
"Fulr" has always been secular a
wholly human sort of thing.
Fair time Is playtime. That It always was, that it always meant to
most people, that 11 always will he.
But for every play there must be players, and two kinds of them, too players who play playfully and players
who piny laboriously, more or less, for
the entertainment of the others.
And "the fair" has a very different
meaning for the two classes. The big
bunch goes to have a good time, to he
carefree, to drink red lemonade and
throw confetti and toot tinsel horns;
to get the Clint of twinkling horse
heels on a saffron truck; to see the
cattle, the prettily packed
jellies and jams, the big pumpkins, the
Intricate needlework, the
ears of corn and to mill around, going
nowhere in particular and not caring
especially If they never get there.
But with It all they are getting a
sugar-coateeducation. The fair Is a
university In which the festive students soak up science tinawures.
Then there muRt be the other kind
of players the ones who "put on the
show" the professors and Instructors
and tutors In this most accommodating
of academies. And there has to be
somewhere a sort of teachers' college
for those people. There are, In fact,
lota of normal schools for fair professors, but the United States department
of agriculture Is the graduate college.
And one of the queer things Is that
any boy or girt still In the grammar
grudes of the public school may be
doing postgraduate work In getting
things ready for the fair.
Much In Getting Ready.
Too many people, the department
experts say, do not know how much
depends on preparing exhibits In the
right way, on getting the pig or calf or
corn or canned stuff In just the right
shape to show to the best advantage.
One of the boys' club workers tells a
story In point.
"One of our club boys In Mississippi," he says, "grew an acre of mighty
good corn and entered an exhibit In
the county fair. There were four
prizes, but he couldn't even get the
fourth one. The Judge simply tied on
the ribbons and made no explanations.
The boy was disappointed not rebellious, but he wanted to know why his
good corn couldn't get a prize. I went
over It with him, showed him that
some of his biggest ears had crooked
rows and how others had other defects. Picking out the best ear I said,
'If you had ten like this you could
win a prize.'
"Well, that boy went back home and
carefully examined every ear of his
corn. He found only nine that he
thought were as good as the one I had
pointed out. He went back through
the whole pile again and finally found
the tenth ear. He sent those ten ears
to the state fair and won first prize.
Do you see? Knowing a little of how
to prepare the exhibit made a state
winner out of a corn crop that was an
'also ran' at the county fair."
Manicuring the Pig.
Now the boy who is preparing a pig
or a calf for the fair has a more complicated task than the one who enters
some corn. With the corn boy the
whole problem is selecting the right
ears. With the others It is not only
selecting the. right Individual but doing a great many things to put that
k

broad-backe-

d

full-fille- d
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"Martyrs."
The word "martyr" has various
meanings. Speclficnlly, it is still confined to those who give their lives for
their religious convictions. The "Holy
Innocents" are a notable example of InTreatment for Machinery.
Treat your machinery with a reasonvoluntary martyrdom. The word "marnot
a
he
to
should
applied
able amount of consideration, and it
tyr"
person who loses mere property, but la will return the kindness In better, longused to persons who have died while er and more efficient service. v
striving to attain their object The
dictionary gives as the primary defini8ystem In Farm Management.
tion of "martyr" "One who submits
More system in farm management
to death rather than forswear his re- would reduce the cost of production
ligion ; specif, one of the early Chris- on some farms.
tians who suffered death for their religion." In general, the word is used
Keep Garden Tools Sharp.
also to denote one who sacrifices himdoesn't take much time to keep
It
to
aa
a
the
a
cause,
self for
martyr
the garden tool sharp.
pursuit of wealth.

a Prize Winner Getting

Individual In the best possible form,
.
and to keep It so.
Weeks or even months In advance of
the fair the boy must start getting bis
calf or pig tame. At a particular time
It may be necessary to pare the pig's
toenails so that he will stand up
straight without too much bend at the
pasterns. But he must he careful pot
to pure them too close. A limping pig
Is not likely to be a prize winner. Sev.
erul weeks before the fair he should
trim the hair out of the pig's ears, being careful to do It In such a way that
the ears will not he Irregular In outline. He should provide a clean wallow for the pig to keep the hair and
skin soft and pliable and he ought
to know the trick of the trade that a
little oil on the surface of the water
helps a great deal; also that a little
linseed meal, properly fed to the pig,
puts a peculiar gloss on the hair.
He must remember to have the right
kind of crate ready In plenty of time.
Many boys have failed to get their
pigs to the fair because, when the time
came to ship, there wta) no crate. The
department has speclul sets of specifications for pig crates, calf crates and
others. A very important thing to remember In connection with the orate
is that the pig grows at a pretty rapid
clip. The crute must be built big
enough for the pig, not when the crate
Is made but allowing for growth between then and fulr time. And It
must not be big enough to permit the
pig to turn around. The boy must remember that the pig should not be fed
Just before shipping. No matter how
much the little rascal cries for corn
he must not be Indulged. If he Is fed
he Is very likely to get sick on the
train and go through the whole fair
In a droopy, drowsy, unprizellke-look-Inway.
Prizes Are Not All.
These are just a few of the things
that must be remembered In preparing
a pig for the fair.
And there are
equally many with regard to the calf,
or the dairy row, or the poultry, or
any of the things, practically, that the
boy or girl, man or woman want to
exhibit at the fair.
Even with all the care possible the
animal or other product may not be a
prize winner. There can't be prizes
for every exhibitor. The fair that tries
to arrange things so that everybody
can get a prize does not amount to
much usually. It does not mean any
thing to win a prize when you are the
only exhibitor In your class. And, aa
the experts In the department of agriculture point out, the prize is not the
er all. To be sure the
main thing
and men and women
boys and el.
who get things ready for the fair are
contributing to an education for the
public but the main thing for them
Is the education they get themselves.
"Take part In the contest," say the'
experts, "for your own sake. You will
have a better pig, a better calf, a better pound of butter, a better can of
peaches next year by reason of having
exhibited this year, whether you win
or not. And, with proper attention to
preparation, the prizes are sure to
come, too, sooner or later."
g

The alio Is a good thing.
Legumes and live stock mean soil
fertility.
The honey bee does not hare a very
long life, but he keeps busy while be'a
here.
Commercial cultures for inoculating
alfalfa may be bought at almost any
seed store.
More grass land Is needed on some
farms. Those who hare live stock
need grazing.
The cabbage worm is a little over
an Inch long, has a velvety green appearance and is a voracious feeder.
Thorough cultivation and hand hoeing throughout the season to keep
down all top growth will completely
eradicate quack grass In a single season.
Whenever manure Is available, apply it to the pasture in light dressings
covering first the scantiest patches,
but eventually covering the whole
pasture if possible.

body known since It ha Iwn sound-e- !
to a depth of 1.IKNI feet and no
found, there bubbles forth about
hot
18.000.000 gallon of
water, possessing untold medicinal
value, every 24 hours.
Thl health fount wa discovered
b) a wandering hand of Indian. When
the white, man came he named It "Big
Horn Hot Spring." because the water
cliff
wa finally tumbled over a
In a beautiful waterfall to the river
below. A city wa built by the river.
Tbey called It Thermopoll (Hot City),
because of it nearness to the spring.
The government purchnsed the tract
on which the spring Is located In 1887.
Washakie, chief of the Shoshone,
agreed only on condition that a portion of the water be reserved forever
free for public use. Later, when the
government ceded the land to the state,
the same clause was inserted In the
patent. Thug this Treat nature-mad- e
anti toxin for nijiny Ills which beset
humanity ha beeii preserved for the
use of everybody for all time. A nat- ural admixture of sulphur, lime, uing- nesla. Iron and silica, till water pos
sesses exceptional restorative properties In the treatment of blood and skin
diseases and rheumatism.
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The Wonders

135-deg-

of America
By T. T. MAXEY
THE

RAILROAD.

"SEA-GOING- "

the eastern
KEY WESTof thenearer
Panama canal, by
!

almost 300 miles, than any other of our
gulf port.. It Is separated from the
a more
main land by the Florida key
or less disconnected string of islands,
composed largely of corul and limestone.
To reap the benefit of Its strategic
position, however, direct and quick
transportation with the tuUn land was
A railroad was the an
necessary.
swer. It construction was considered
Hut
and Impossible.
impracticable
there are men who will undertake anything. The late Henry M. Flagler furnished the funds and the work was begun In 1903. Men from innny cliraps,
material of many kinds and pew method of construction were called Into
service. The winds, wave, a torrid
sun, many known and unknown factors had to be grappled with and
solved. Even nature had to be overcome. The construction must be stormproof.
From Homestead, where the extension begin, to Key West, It Is 128
miles. Jumping from Island to island
are 11 mile of concrete arch viaduct
one of
and six mile of steel bridge
which contain 243 spang. The construction of the line on the Islands
proper wa
simple.
comparatively
Joining the island by rati was the
ticklish job.
Thanks to the genius, grit and untiring efforts of the engineers, one may
now enjoy the heretofore unthinkable
and unique experience of riding from
Key West to Miami in about five hours
on a train running, for the most part,
over water Instead of on land.
MOUNT

GLACIER

g

l.

1 John
Williams. ".Mount Big
Snow," said the Indian. At any rate,
the most wonderful mountain in the
1'ulted Slate
its
peak
piercing the blue sky to a height of
almost three mile, while Its base cover a hundred square mile of territory.
It isolation, standing alone us It does
Instead of In a range, makes Its mightiness all the more Impressive.
Uncle Ram created a national park
around It and thus preserved It a one
if our greatest rights, so we can all go
and see it and wonder for ourselves.
Like all volcanoes, Rainier built up
Ita cone from the material thrown out
from Its Interior. But a terrific explosion destroyed It conelike top and
greatly reduced Its height. It ha not
lieen In eruption for nearly 60 year,
though steam Jets sometimes melt the
snow at Its summit and hot spring
flow from It base.
Twenty-eigh- t
glaciers, born from the
snow which covers the mountain, radiate from It eak and form one of
the largest known glaclnl systems.
From these great Ice field there naturally lead off niiniprou stream and
rivers which find their way. through
i.eautlful canyons, to the lower' altitudes. Below the glacier. In sn oien
space which circle the mountain, grow
million of gorgeous wild flower, presenting a besutlful spectncle a well a
a marvelous contrast to the snow
above. Below the flowers are dense
and Immense forest of fir, spruce and
cedar.
d

OUR

IT

DEAD SEA.

YOU can Imagine a lake 100 mile
IFlong.
25 mile wide, with an average

depth of 20 feet 00 feet Is the greatest depth recorded almost 1,000 mile
Inland and 4.2.'iO feet above sea level.
you can form some conception of this
world marvel (Jreat Stilt Inke.
Its waters are six times as salty as
the ocean, l'ut five bucketful In a
tank, let it evaporate and one bucketful of pure salt will he left. A bath
In Its buoyant waters I both delightful and exhilarating. Raltalr an Imdomed and
mense, crescent-shapetowered bathing pavilion ha been
built out Into the lake 2.000 feet from
shore.
The take contain eight Islands. Four
i
rivers empty fresh water Into It. but
Its surface neither rise nor fall. Having no outlet. It gets lid of the excess
water fey evaporation.
Scientist figure thst the lake contain mqre than A.OOO.OOO.nno ton of
salt and almost nnn.00ll.0on tons of sulphate of soda. Allowing AO tons to a
carload, that would be 1X113.3.13 cars
of salt and 13.333.333 cars of sods.
Assuming 40 feet as the average length
of freight ear and you have a train
of salt 1.010.101 miles long and a train
of soda 101.010 miles long. The average speed of a freight train Is about 20
miles an hour. Running at this speed,
day and night. It would take the two
trains over six years to ps a given
point. The value of these rargoes
would be probably 10,000.0tl,0ll0.

'

OUR MIGHTIEST HOT SPRING.
In
of Wyoming,
ALMOST bendtheIn center
tne Big Horn river
and 4ViO feet .shore aea level, nature
brought to the surface, for the benefit of all humanity, her most notable
work m the
line. Here, from
hot-spri-

opening approximately
25 feet In diameter, and which may
come through from China for an any-rough-edge- d

WAITING TILL AFTER THE SHOW.
The bridegroom was a big. bashful
looking count! y boy.
Immediately
after the ceremony be disappeared
from the scene, and after a long
search was found calmly smoking his
pipe is the bay loft m the bam, la
his shirt sleeve and hia collar off.
When asked for an explanation he
said: My collar Is as dsra high I
rant wear It. Tell her 111 wait out
here tin the show Is over and IU take
Tber home."

Is one of the newer

flower-carpete- d

tCfUK mountain that was God," wrote

THE AMERICAN

PARK.

of our
museums" or national park. Scattered throughout Ita
1.400 square miles is a jumble of mountain, glacier, rivers, lakes and water
fall
which lotks like "the Great
Builder had left the odds and ends of
hi world making here In one disordered heap."
A newspaper man tolled hard to
reach the top of one of the skyland
trail. Resting on a boulder and look
a
ing far nut over the forest, aero
valley to a superbly
beautiful mountain lake, he declared
he had discovered "Where God sat
when he made America."
The dominating feature ot Glacier
Is its magnificently carved n.ountalns.
It contains some of the most tremen
clou
panorama In the world. Some
of its peak remind one of cathedrals,
others of fort and castles. The sun
and wind of hundreds of years have
tinted their summits with varying
hue. Often their side are covered
ice
with great,
glacier
field, some of which travel fully five
Inche In a year. Between or below
them are splendid forests of pine. The
wooded
meadows
between
these
pntche are a riot of wild flowers.
Rut the supreme beauty of this park
I
mountain-hemmeIt
mirrorlike
lakes, fed by glacial stream which
tumble down the mountain sides, often
lu tall, rlhlMinllke falls of great beauty.
Add to that at) occasional glimpse of
a Swiss chalet (for the accommoda
tlon of visitors) and you have an un
beatable combination for the true liner
of the wild and the beautiful.
f
GLACIER

RAINIER NATIONAL PARK

hoary-heade-

NATIONAL
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IS but fitting that America (he
1 greatest nation In all the world-sho- uld
have the finest capltol building
on earth. The architectural beauty of
our national capltol building at Washington Is most Impressive and, for capltol
purposes. It Is said to surpass
every other building In the world.
The base of this Immense,
ym
metrically shaped ami Imposing edifice
teats on a level plateau, at an elevation of 1)7 feet above the historic
river. The building faces the
east and I almut -- vne mile distant
hlte House. I lie corner
from the
stone of the original structure, which
comprise the icntrnl portion of the
present building and I of Virginia
sandstone, wa laid by President Wash'
lugton on September 18, 171I.V-- 12ft
when It became
yeur ago.
necessary to enlarge the building, two
addition or wings, of Massachusetts
marble, were added. President Fill
more laid the comer stone; Itanlel
Webster was the orator. These wings
were burned by Hie British In 1814. but
were restored. The original building
was completed In 1827.
The present structure Is 751 feet
It covers thl
long and ,'r0 wide.
acres. The central por- and
tlon I surmounted by one of the most
graceful, pleasingly shaitcd and ma- slve dome In the world. Thl dome I
287 feet high. It wa ccmpleted In
It weigh more than 8.0)10.000
1WV..
pound and I topped by a statue of
Freedom almost 20 feet high.
The total value of the building and
grounds Is estimated at 2.i.4iiO,OUO.
(Cosyrlsht. It p. Westers Newapaper Ualoal
one-hal- f
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Lesson

feKiTcnm

Suits Reckon With

Wool-Fu- rs

(By REV. P. B. FITZWATER. D. D.,
Teacher of English Bible In the Moody
Bible Institute of Chicago.)
(Copyrlsht. lvlt, Weatern Newspaper Union)

LESSON

FOR SEPTEMBER 21

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES.
LESSON
II
Timothy 3:14-1GOLDEN TEXT Thy word is s lamp
unio my feet, and a light unto my path.
-- Paalm 119:lu5.
ADDITIONAL MATERIAL Psalm Hi;
Malt. 4:1-1Luke 4:l-2John 6:3-4PRIMARY TOPIC-T- he
best book In
the world.
JUNIOR TOPIC-W- hat
the Bible con'
talna.
INTERMEDIATE
TOPIC The author,
tty of the B hie.
In- BENIOR AND ADl'LT TOPlC-T- hs
plratlon of the Bible.
TEXTS-Psal-

I.

The Characteristics of the Word

These principle are free from all
omissions and redundancies, perfect
a a moral code. It perfectly aocom
pllshes Its design, namely, the convert
The effect of the
Ing of the soul.
law of God Is to turn men to God hlui
self, to righteousness and holiness.
2. The testimony of 'the Lord (v. 7)
By testimony I meant the witness
which God hear a to his attributes
and against man's sin. This test!
mony I plain and Infallible. Those
who receive It are made wise. Those
who with open and teachable minds
receive God' testimony are wiser
than the greatest Intellectuals of the
earth.
3. The statutes of the Lord are
right (v. 8). HI statutes are the
principle given to us to fit u for the
different relationship of life. These
are just and equitable, because they
are from the righteous God. They rejoice the heart, because the true heart
rejoices In Justice and equity.4.
The commandment of the Lord
(v. 8). This bring Into view the personal God who stands back of Ills
law to enforce It demands.
Thl
commandment
free from error and
deceit, and It enlighten the eyes. The
effect of God' law Is to give man
ability, not only to understand his love
and salvation, but to be wise as to the
thing about him.
5.
The fear of the Lord is clean
(v. fi). The reading of the Word of
God produce reverential fear In the
heart of the reader. Those who have
this godly fear have their heart
cleansed from sin. The life and rela
tionship founded upon this fear abide
forever.
6. The Judgment of the Lord are
true and righteous (vv.
meant the senIty Judgment I
tences pronounced by God's Word,
These penalties are absolutely true
and righteous; they are conformable
to the Intuitive moral sense of man
These Judgment serve as warnings;
they prevent man' shipwreck uhiii
life's sen and bring Just return to
those who obey."
II. A Prayer to God (v. 12 14).
1. For cleansing from secret faults
(v. 12). Those who reverently study
the Word of Gotl realize in themselves
the presence of hidden faults from
which they need cleansing, and they
cry out to God for this cleansing.
2.
Kept back from presumptuous
sins (v. 13).
The sins which result from proud
defiance of God' law need to be
eradicated by God'a special grace and
help.

Words

The world Is mine oyster which I
with sword will open.

HELPFUL SUGGESTIONS.

1:7-1-

ms

of God 41'KHlm 10:7-111.
The luw of the Ixrd Is perfect
(v. 7). The law here mean the fu
damental principle which God as a
moral being reveuls to the conscience
of men as binding upon ' the soul

S.

Legend tells us of s man who was
promised perfect happineas when he
could change shirts with the flrat
happy man he met, but when he met
the happy man, he did not have a
shirt.

acceptable

with

God

(v. 14).

The godly man I concerned with
even his words and desire them to be
under God' control.
4. Meditation of the heart (v. 14).
III. The Inspiration of the Holy
Scriptures (II Tim.
By
Inspiration mean
the scriptures Is meant the Old Test
Paul'
ment.
be
If
testimony
accept'
ed, then the whole Old Testament is
regardless of what the
skeptical critics say. Because they
are
they are profitable
for
1. IWtrlne, that Is, teaching.
2. Reproof.
S. Correction.
4. Instruction In righteousness.
li. Thorough equipment of the irnn
l una hit ins wore.
.1:14-17-

d

Livingstons Memorial.
One of the most curious memorials
of Livingstone Is the "Name Tree."
near Victoria falls, on the Zambesi. On
the trunk Livingstone cut his Initial
and the date 1855 on the da of his
h falls In tils hnnt liv
first l(t
Consider Your Duty.
ing an account of this. Livingstone
I ought to consider the duty to which
In
was
Instance
the
This
only
says:
I am called each day, a the work that
shlch I Indulged In this piece of van- God has
given me to do, and to apply
ity"
myself to It In a manner worthy of hia
glory, that I to say, with exactness
Relief for the Nervous.
and In peace. I must neglect nothing;
The treatment for nervous disorder
I tnnst he violent In nothing; for It la
Is diversion.
Attention transferred
either to perform the works
and directed into new channels, new dangerous
of God with negligence, or to npproprt-at- e
new
new
new
scenes,
faces,
friends,
them to ourselves, by
and
habits, changed sleeping moras, new false zeal. In that case, we act for
rations, everything radically altered our own Individual feeling, and we
and wholly different win In time re- do the work III. for we
get fretted and
lieve almost all such condition.
exited, and think only of success. The
I
God
the pretext that covers
glory of
A "Gentleman."
this illusion. Fenelon.
And the- scholar said: "Originally
the term 'gentleman (Latin : gentllls),
Lev Endurcth All Thing.
signified well born. A man of gentle
Love beareth all things, bdlereth
birth usually was refined in manner
and conduct, and so populsr usage has sll things, endureth all thing. Peoextended the terra to all men of chiv- ple we love sometimes disappoint us.
alrous character; a gentleman lives They do things we never dreamed they
I right,
rights wrongs, feara God and could do. If we love them, we shall
not abandon them because tbey have
honors the king." Exchange,
faults. We ahall Just believe that one
Painful Insinuation.
day they will put away their faults,
to young aunt cease to do evil, and learn to do welL
Little
showing him family portrait : "What Love never despairs of anyone. Love
a funny way that gran'pa Is dressed, never falletb.
Auntie: "That Is the wsy
auntie
gentlemen dressed more than a hunRemembering Others.
: ."And
dred years ago."
It Is an easy, simple thing (which
when gentlemen dressed that way of us docs It?) to recall, aa the
day
what did you wearT"
doses, the cases of sorrow we have
vexations snd cares which
of.
the
heard
Might b Wore Off.
have been brought to onr notice, and
"Thankful I What hare I to be thankIn onr evening prayers to ask God to
1
bills."
cant
.
ful for?
pay my
them. And In thus praying our
comfort
thankful
be
man
you
alive,
Then,
will be softened and ntir,syuipa-th- y
hearts
creditors."
one
of your
.
treat
kept alive. E. M.
I

self-lov- e

r

Sew-ell-

Boiling the molasses to he used In
rookies or cake makes them taste
richer and cut
A beginning for a company dinner
smoother.
which Is beautiful to see and as good
Add a table- to eat, besides being easy
of vln
spoonful
to prepare. Is
gar to a fish
Fruit Cocktail. Cu t
while boiling: it
small balls from the
the flaimproves
heart of fine colored wavor and makes ll
termelon, fill stemmed
more flaky.
glasses and pour over a
smooth
Never
sirup of sugar and water mashed potato In the serving dish. It
hulled
to a honey-likmakes It heavy and compact. Heap It
consistency and flavored lightly into the dish and dot with hit
with orange or lemon of butter.
Juice and rind. Let stand until well
Let puddings and pies cool slightly
chilled, serve garnished with a sprig before
putting on the meringue; if not
of mint.
the meringue will be dotled with drops
Crown Roast of Lamb.
Have the of liquid.
.Town roast prepared at the market,
Overcooking will curdle milk aa well
having It large enough to hold, when as cooking milk that ha been salted
serving, plenty of buttered peas for It is best to add salt after the milk
the number to be served. Wrap the ha been removed from the heat.
bone carefully while roasting so that
If a custard ha overcooked, pour It
they will not be burned, with bits of Into a cold howl and beat with an
salt pork ; remove when ready to serve. egg
beater; If till will not make It
When chestnuts are in season fill with
smooth, strain and use It bs a custard
a puree of chestnuts.
sauce.
New potatoes, small, even sired
To decorate cakes for children, frost
ones, cooked until tender, rolled in
them, then dip a small brush Into melt
melted butter and sprinkled with ed chocolate or beaten egg
yolk, and
parsley are nice to serve with the put on the design or name desired.
roast, or potatoes shredded with a Any
coloring may be used by adding
vegetable sheer Into shoe strings and a bit of color to confectioner's sugar
fried In deep fat may he put around and water or milk.
the roast as a garnish.
Lse stale bread for French toast.
Head LeMuc with Sherry' Dress- Beat one egg, add a half
cup of milk
ing. Wash the lettuce, drain on a or more, one teaspoonful of salt and a
cloth and see that it Is perfectly free pinch of sugar. Cut the bread In narfrom water before serving. The dress- row
(trip and dip In the egg on both
ing should never he placed on lettuce aldea. Fry In a little hot fat.
until Just ready to serve, as It wilts
Codfish Supper Died. Pick up a
the crisp salad vegetables. To precupful of soaked cmlnsh Into flakes.
pare the dressing chop one small Mix a pint of mashed potato with
Spanish onion, add two tablespoon-ful- s two eggs and a pint of milk with a
each of green and red pepper, tahleKKHinful of melted butter, salt
chopped ; one tablespoonful of salt, and pepper. Put Into a buttered bakone tnhlespoonful each of siwdered
ing dish and bake a half hour. Serve
sugar and chopped parsley, a few hot from the baking dish.
dashes of cayenne, one quarter cup of
When washing spinach, put salt In
of a cup of the first
vinegar and
water; It will save several
olive oil. l'ut Into a Mason Jar and
washings.
shake for five minute
until well
When creaming butter for a cake, If
ltlended. Let stand one hour before In a
hurry, add a lahlesptsin or two of
using, then shake again Just aa It Is hot water to It ; the cake will mix
ready to serve.
much quicker and la fully aa fine
Ginger lea Cream. To prepare this grained.
Ice cream use the usual vanilla cream
of
recipe, taking one tahlestnouful
Not all on books their crttliiam waste,
f
vanilla,
cup of Canton ginger
trhe genius of a dleh. some Juetly taste.
And eat their way tu fame.
s
cut In small pieces, three tablespoon-fillof the sirup and freer.e as usual.
MORE ABOUT OYSTERS.
I'se a sauce of the ginger sirup with
chopped ginger If desired or the cream
may be plain with the ginger sauce.
The oyster Is so well liked by the
majority of people anil Is Nerved so
There are few of ua. who If we reslly
commonly as
give our minds to It. cannot And time
stews, cocktails
In which to live rlahtly and by living
a ii d
escalloped
Tlshtly we live Inneer snd sain Indishes that a few
creased happiness for nuraelvea and
.
our
Olive Clreen.
other methods of
and
preparing
MEAT EXTENDERS AND OTHER
d
serving the
GOOD THINGS.
ll
shell
may he welcome.
A small portion of meat which flaOyster with Scrambled Egg. This
vors a dish will be satisfying, whole dish I one so apetlr.lng that It should
some and economical.
be reserved for the best of friend".
Ragout of Lamb.
Iteiif six eggs In a deep plate. Cut
Measure the following twelve oysters into small pieces. In
Ingredients:
a chafing dish, the bottom of which I
cupful of dried ieas, one covered with a thin' layer of anchovy
pound from the flank of paste, melt a lnhlesKinful of butter;
lamb, one quart of cold a soon as If Is piping hot stir In the
water, two sliced onions, eggs. Just before these are done add
one teaspootiful of salt, the
oysters, stirring until they are
three cupfitls of Kitslo well cooked. When creamy throughof
car
ot.e
cubes,
cupful
out, pour over buttered toast that has
rot dice, three tahlespoonfuls of flour, been covered with
anchovy paste.
two teuspoonfuls of Worcestershire
Place the oysPrsvldenc
Oyster.
two
of
two
teasooiifuls
sauce,
cntsup,
of lemon Juice, two ter liquor in a sauce pan and when
ttasponnful
a
when
teasHMinfuls of chopjied parsley. ep- - boiling drop in pint of oysters;
butTick over the elites curl, remove and add
per and paprika to taste.
the Has and soak over night In cold ter, salt and enough cracker crumbs to
In a beaten
Im the meat, re j absorb the liquor; now stir
water to cover.
hnd serve at
move bones, cut the meat lu small egg. add the oyster
once.
pieces and brown In a frying pan with
A layer of chopped celery added to
sliced onions. Cover the bones with
Is a most tasty
one quart of cold aster, sdd the ecalloied oyster
soaked cbs. bring to twilling k ! ri I and flavor which raises the quality of the
add the meat. Cook until the meat dish to the unusual.
and peas are almost tender; add salt.
Oyster a la Faweett Place two
Mitto cubes and carrot dice, cook un- dosen oysters In a chafing dish with
til the vegetables are soft. Mix the no liquor, sdd a tublrspoonful of butof a cupful of cold ter, a tesHHinful of salt, a dah of
flour
water, add to the mixture, stirring
npM-- r and a half enp of apple or
carefully, and cook five minutes. Add
orange Juice. In another dish cook a
.
Worcestershire sauce, lemon Juli-equarter of a cup of mushroom liquor
,
parsley and salt and pepiH-r- with pa- with half a cupful each of mushrooms
prika to taste. Rene at once.
and truffles; cook five minutes, then
Spanish Rica. Cook a half cupful sdd he beaten yolks nf four eggs and
When this Is
of rice until tender. Brown In a
a pint of rich fTeam.
of butter one thinly sliced boiling, pour over the oysters which
onion; when cooked add a cupful of hsve been cookel Just long enough to
uncooked meat and stir until well curl the edge.
Put a layer of
mixed with the onion.
Oyster Leaf. Cut a
rice Into a well greased baking dish,
from a large loaf, hollow It out
piece
seasoned
add a layer of the
meet, salt to hold the oyster and brush It sell
over
snd pepper, and pour
enough
with butter and bmwn In the oven.
to moisten well. Rake in a Prepare fried or creamed oyster and
moderate oven until the tomatoes are serve In the shell.
well absorbed.
Baked Oysters on Taatt, Butter
Roast Beef, Mexican Sauce. Reheat squares of toast and place on a platrare roas beef cut In thin slices In ter which will stand the best of the
Mexican sauce. Cook one onion, fine- oven.
I.ay drained oysters on the
ly chopped. In two tablespoonfuls of toast. Reason the liquor and bring It
butter five minutes. Add one red pep- to Hie boiling point. Pour It over the
per, one green pepper and one clove of toast and oyster and put Into a hot
garlic, each finely chopped, and two oven. Bake until the edges of the
tomatoes peeled and cut In pieces.
oysters raffle.
Cook IS minutes, add one teaspmmful
of Worcestershire sauce,
teaspoon ful of celery salt and salt
to taste.
DELECTABLE DINNERS.
'
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Miinufucturera christen
Wool furs, or fur fabrics, have be- np belter.
come thoroughly established staples their new productions with new names
of suit and top- for the convenience of buyers, but lh
that manufacturer
coat reckon with each full In making public prefers to call them by the
up their line of practical garments. names of the furs they resemble.
A smart new stilt of tluvelyn, show a
Where wool fur undertuke to look
like the pelts they imitate they are so in the picture shove, is trimmed with,
murvelously close to the original that furfelt that looks like seulskln. The
It requires a direful lnsicctlon to dis- coat model Is one of the most successSealskin I ful that the sen son has presented, with)
tinguish between them.
Imitated in wool fur that keep one close-fittinbody and a basque that
guessing, unless It is almost within falls lu ripples at the sides, ltowa of
arm's length, and there are furs almost
Hut somea successfully Imitated.
time the ninmifacturer of wool fur
use a genuine fur only a an Inspiration and Interpret it In a fabric
that is handsomer than t lie original.
Thia I what has been done In the
case of the material that resemble
the natural muskrat xit, which Is
used so much for coats.
As a trimming for cloth suit wool
fur prove more practical tliau real
furs, from the stHiilHiIiit of service,
and a handsome wool fur Is better
looking than a cheap fur. It stuud

narrow silk braid upHar on the hnsque
and on the sleeves. In passing, it may
he noted that this form of decoration)
has made a triumph thl season, appearing iers!steiitly on the best models in frocks and suit. The row of
braid on the sleeve terminate in largo
bone buttons. The coat button up)
the front tmd looks very cozy and
trim with a high choker collar of the;
wool fur. The belt I Interesting and
pleasing. It Is very narrow and fastens at the front with a most unexpected little bow tie of the material.
Instead of the usual button or buckle.

Style Features of Girls' Coats

fellow-inen-

we'l-like-

One-hal-
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hox-hpe-
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Economy In Telephone Use,
ha been for
some time enjoying the privilege of
using one telephone line for three
With
atmultaneoua conversations."
three telephone acta at each end of the
line, one pair of users talka English,
one pair French, and one pair Portuguese. The listeners seem to find no
difficulty la selecting the sounds Intelligible to them and Ignoring the oth- The newspaper people ciptess
great satisfaction with the result, especially as they pay for only one line.
A Brazilian newspaper

.

Ag of Cedars of Lebanon.
Several efforts to calculate the age
of the famous cedar of Lebanon now
standing hare been made by counting
the ring In the heart wood of those
thst hsve fallen. These estimates, according to Prof, A. Henry of the Royal
College of Science for Ireland. In aa
from
article In Country Life,
230 year to 2JO0 year, although It
may be that tbey are of slower
growth than the specimens tested la
other countries. The largest of the
cedars la 13 feet la diameter.
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The point that Is mainly Interesting
alsiiit costs for girls snd misses lies In
their new style features, for they sre
develojied In all f the soft, limp coating thst lend themselves to draping
or smocking or shirring. Velours or
dtivetyn, snd similar cloth with new
name, make variety In the choice of
coating but do not provide a great
amount of dissimilarity, so that It I
design and style thst must serve to
distinguish them. Beside these handsome and dressy fabrics there are the
dependable tweeds and homespuns in
sturdy coats for school, thst aie pre
sented In trim snd comfortshle models.
Something new In design in coats
for the "Junior miss" which I the
new and dignified name by which the
flapper now finds herself placed Is
shown In tlie picture altove. With It
there Is a pretty coat for a little girl.
made of rebmrs with bands of nutria
fur about the sleeves. This sttractlve
model Is ornamented with triangular
Inserts msde of the material, shirred
in parallel rows snd svt in at each
waistline. Ilelow
side, above the

it there are plain box plaits pressed In.
and reaching to the bottom of the
l
iNsst st each side of the front.
catsvcollar I edged with nntrin
and the belt Is msde of the aisterinl
In the cost.
The hesrt of the flapsr is sure to.
rejoice when she finds herself In
of a cwt that look so altogether grown up a the model shown
here for a girl of fourteen or more.
It Is of duvetyn. with big lraanl
sleeves snd a skirt that narrows in toward the bottom. There Is a-- lonar
shswl-colla- r
and deep flaring cuff tn
finish this very dignified and gracefal'
button are sparingly
wrap.
used and nicely placed for use stid for
nrnamefit, two of ttiem on the narrow
twit, two on the overlapped seam below the sleeves, snd down the straight
front of the naif.

WAIST SEAMS DISCONTINUED.

style went well snd In other localities
the retailer did not Iminde wslstseanai
In hia selections. Otdnioa In tier local
trade agreed with .he designers Ib
their dedsksji not to put out such
styles for the new season, except in
fort gooda.

bt

Walstseam clothing models, which
a bone of contentful following
have been
rbe start nf the fsll
decided agahist by the designers In
their plans for the spring season, say
the New Tork Times, Report from
the sal sun a who hsve returned from
their territories on fall selling trips
stste that opinion I about as divided
among the retailer as among the
aianufactwrrra regarding the appeal of
walstseam BBCders. la enusr cities the
Arere

css.

Tbe-smal-

are very high colurrd.

Handkerchief

Brims.
effects In millinery, that la,
with the brim very wide on one side,
dwindling to almost nothing on the
other, are being shorn a in many of tlae
sketches from I'arla,
One-Sid-

One-sid- e
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reat success and brought
Orrnsliy McHarg of New York, w.i
well known in New Mexico, is speud-i- many witors to the capital city.
here.
K a vacation
The friends of Miss I.tii-- a S. Aland
C
V. A. Jones, mining engineer and teacher of I.;
i hool are
icnegita
Geologist, spent several days at the very lail to see her hi ck lo he
school again after a short but very
capitol this week.
scri.-us which
illi
cinipellid her
week at St.
to ..end
Mark 1!. Thomson, leading I.
Cruces attorney, had legal business Sanitarium
I. i re the first of the week.
f. J., hi, son
Dr. S.
''V;l""V:t'
on
(j. O. Oiisley, leading stockman in spent Thursday in s anta
y
home from San
Socorro county, was a business
or at the ( apitol the firs! of th
'
,.'
week.
espedition across the com ineiit n .k- aslnTLi:
ii!'; tj it trip troin
R. P Mames, member of the Four1!. San ! rancisc ir ? 'lacs
lncnc
I.episl.iliire. was llj) from
- Martini-o.k m tr
in Al' uiiier(tie this week
a prominent Ou i p
after legal matters.
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lie had business
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Mr and M
an
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.'on. Frank Sp itii r rctiirnt .1 Mini.
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v. is
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'
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formerly
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REPORT

The total wheat on band in ele-t"The retail prices of beef seen unvatori and mills on September StU
reasonably hiih" said CapL Fred
was 23.883,01X) bushels as against
Mullcr during a discussion of the
178,222,000 bushels on the same date
ever interesting subject of the high
a year ago, according to report cost oi living. "I for one would
sued by 'the United States Grain Cor
like to know how the retailer fig- coooccoocoocoeoeccoposeoeoeoocoeooaooaooeooisccooeciaco
poration and received by state cor-- j
lures his profit on beef.
"A leading cattleman of the state!
Santa Fa Note
AFTER ALL
poration commission this morning.
the total receipts ot wneat trorii
told me the other day," continued
for the period Junetfth to
there's always esling session at the Museum build- - :L..v.a R. C. Entir. E.Ut.
""I1- Mu,lcr' assis,a"1 la,,d commis-- j After the nitfht-tim- e
'f?
.. "that an All.innirriue butcher
.
:
r.
time
September 5th were 365,664.000 bushel
u.um
th. hritrhf
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V
flir
azainst. 310.445.000 bushel for the same
.. ,
-, i,c
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vnjr, Uu,t
a year ago.
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